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TERMS OF SALE

1. All bids are per lot as numbered in this catalog.
2. All bids are strictly cash (cash, check, money order, bank draft or approved credit card) in U.S. dollars. All checks must be written in US dollars and on a US bank. See Term #10 for credit cards and paypal terms.
3. Mailbids sales are not approval sales. The bidder must assume responsibility to pay for all lots bid on. Lots may be returned for reason of authenticity or improper description only within 3 days of receipt. Lots examined prior to the sale may not be returned for any reason except authenticity. Late payers forfeit any return privileges.
4. All materials are guaranteed genuine, unless noted otherwise, or sold “as is”.
5. Bid sheets must be signed.
6. We reserve the right to reject any bid.
7. Title does not pass until lots are paid for in full.
8. Postage, insurance & handling are extra. A minimum of $5 per shipment will be charged. Bidders are responsible for any and all bank charges for bank wires etc.
9. In some cases we may have duplicate lots of identical description and these may be substituted to under bidders.
10. Mastercard, Visa, Discover and American Express are accepted for payment. However an additional 3% is charged for use of said card in auction sales. Please note that if you are a new bidder we must be able to confirm your billing address if you use a credit card. For those of you overseas this may be difficult so we ask that you include a numismatic reference. A 4% charge will be added to all payments using Paypal. Please make Paypal payments to Bill@Rosenblumcoins.com
11. Digital Photos, scans, black & white or color copies are available for most lots in the sale. Photos, scans and black and white copies are $1 per item, while color copies are $2 per side. Payable in advance, please. In most cases digital images sent via email are free.
12. All lots with 6 or more items are sold as is.
13. Invoices are due and payable upon receipt of the invoice, unless arrangements are made prior to the closing of the sale. Late payers forfeit any rights of return.
14. There is a $15 charge for bad checks.
15. In case of tie bids, the earliest bid received will win the lot.
16. Phone, fax, mail and email bids are accepted, however phone bids, should be confirmed in writing. All email bids will be confirmed by a return email.
17. Estimates are just that, estimates. Lots may and do, sell for above and below estimate. Please bid what the lot is worth to you. High bids will be reduced to 5 to 10% over the 2nd high bid.
18. Bidders are responsible for errors in bidding, please check your bid sheet carefully.
19. There are no buyer’s fees in our sales.
20. All overseas packages will be shipped via registered or express mail at buyer’s risk.
21. Bidders not known to us must provide us with satisfactory credit references or pay a deposit as determined by the auctioneer.
22. Prices realized will be published after the sale and will be mailed to all consignors, subscribers and competitive bidders. Others may receive a copy for $5.
23. Slabbed (Encapsulated) coins graded and certified by PCGS, NGC, ICG or ANACS may not be returned for grading reasons.
24. The minimum acceptable bid on any lot is at least 60% of the estimate. In some cases a reserve may be higher than that, but it will never be higher than the estimate. We have made every effort to make the estimates realistic and conservative. In addition no bids on coins and medals of made of precious metal will be accepted that are below the melt value of that item. For our mailbid purposes we are defining precious metals as being of silver, gold and platinum. The price of gold as we go to print is $730+ per troy ounce, silver $13.21 and platinum $1353.
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WE HAVE MOVED

Please note that after 30 years of living in the foothills of Colorado at 8200 feet we have declared Mother Nature the winner and have moved to what we hope will be a kinder and gentler Littleton, Colorado where the elevation is only about 5500 feet. The last late April blizzard where we received over 30 inches of snow in 12 hours was the final straw. We lost a half dozen trees, our power and water for a day and a half and nearly our sanity.

Our new address and our new phone and fax numbers are printed on the cover, on the inside cover and on the bid sheet. We will also mention it here in the event you misplace all three. Our address is P. O. Box 785, Littleton, CO 80160-0785. Our new phone is 720-981-0785 and our new Fax is 720-981-5345. And yes, the last 3 digits of our phone number is the same as our P. O. Box. And, no, we didn’t plan it that way.

The move was much more strenuous and stressful than we had thought and thus this auction is smaller than we had planned. We still have boxes and cartons of both numismatic material and literature that have yet to be unpacked. While packing to move here I had put aside two or three cartons of books and important auction catalogs that I either had more than one or found that I didn’t use. These were going to be included in a large numismatic literature section in this catalog. I have yet to find those cartons.

In addition time constraints made it necessary to limit the number of photos in the printed version of the catalog. If an item has an asterisk (*) preceding the lot number and you can’t find the picture in the “hard copy” of the catalog, please check our website at www.rosenblumcoins.com. You should be able to find a color image there. If not please let us know. We do apologize for the inconvenience. We began writing this catalog a week after moving here but the writing part took twice as long as we spent half our time looking for an elusive reference book or in some cases even mundane items like coin holders.

BIDDING IN OUR MAILBID SALE

We will stop taking bids at 9:00 PM on November 15th or when our phone and/or Fax stops ringing for 10 minutes. Please do not wait until the last minute and get shut out. In every sale a number of bidders could not get through on the last night.

We suggest you bid above estimate if you want an item as high bids will be reduced. Our bid sheets offer several bidding options that can save you money, optimize your bids and see that you get the lots that you really want. If you are unsure of how to use these options, please give us a call and we will be more than happy to explain them to you.

Please keep in mind that in some cases there may be unpublished reserves set either by the consignor or the cataloger and no bids of less than 60% of estimate are considered. We do not have a call back service, but after placing your bid you may contact us to check on your bids. We do not reveal the high bid of any lot, but if you have placed a bid on a lot, you may contact us after your bid has been placed and we will tell you if you are the high bidder.

We take seriously the commitment to reduce bids. Usually well over 1/3 of all successful bids are reduced and over 75% of successful bidders have at least one of their winning bids reduced. We believe that the best strategy to being a successful bidder is placing your bids early and not waiting until the last minute.

Please keep in mind that we can not guarantee who is the last bidder. If someone calls us at 9 PM, the sale will continue for at least 10 minutes after that call is completed. If someone else calls us during that 10 minutes, the sale continues for another 10 minutes. And so on.

When we started writing this catalog the price of gold was around $650 an ounce, today it is over $730. I have no idea if it will be higher or lower when the sale closes. Please be aware of this when bidding. If you are unsure of “melt value”, we will be happy to give you this information.

NO BUYER'S FEE

We do not charge a buyer's fees in our sales. You are charged only for the amount of your winning bid, plus postage and shipping charges.

LOT VIEWING SCHEDULE

DENVER COIN EXPO. November 1-4, National Western Complex, “Expo Hall”, I-70 and Brighton Blvd., Denver CO. Thursday November 1st is dealer set up day. Public hours are Friday and Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM and Sunday 10 AM to 3 PM. We will have most lots in the sale available for viewing at our bourse tables during all show hours. There are some bulk lots and numismatic literature which we will bring only if specifically asked to. Please call us prior to the show to ensure that we bring the lots you want to see.

We plan to have the majority of the material in the sale in our office Monday through Friday except for the show dates mentioned above, until the close of the sale if you need more detailed description of any of the lots. However, please
contact us as well in advance of the close of the sale as possible in order that we can provide you with as much information as possible. We will be happy to return your call if we cannot provide you with the information you require when you call, fax or email.

We will **confirm** all email bids received within 24 hours of receiving the bid. If you do not receive a confirmation please contact us. We have been deluged by spam as I’m sure many of you have also. Even though our filter separates most of the junk from the “real” mail, it does not do a perfect job, thus we ask that when sending us a bid or inquiring about the sale, please put “Bid” or “Mailbid Sale” in the subject line so we do not delete your email along with the junk we receive every day. We do **not confirm mail or fax bids** unless specifically asked to do so.

**No information will be available about the results of the sale until all bids have been checked and invoices written. This should take about three or four days. We will not be answering the phone until that information is ready. We hope to be ready by Monday November 19th or Tuesday November 20th. Our office will be closed during the Thanksgiving Holiday from Wednesday evening until the following Monday.**

Please note that this entire catalog is also up on our website at www.rosenblumcoins.com. There you will find not only everything in this catalog, but also not only more pictures but pictures of all the items are in color as well. If the images are not up on our site when you receive this catalog they should be soon.

**HIGHLIGHTS OF AUCTION 37D**

I always have good intentions of writing a detailed listing of the highlights of each auction, but as I begin writing this section I realize that I have just spent six weeks writing the catalog and I don’t want to do it again. So we’ll settle for a couple a few paragraphs of highlights

The Judaean section is highlighted by selections from parts of a collection acquired this past summer which contains numerous rare and high grade Herodian coins as well as a number of better city coins. In many cases we have listed who the previous owner purchased the coin from and when he purchased the coin. In addition one of the nicest Jewish War Shekels is offered as well as a very heavy and pedigreed large Bar Kochba bronze coin.

The Greek and Greek Imperial sections are highlighted by numerous coins from the Stephen Smith collection. Steve was a serious collector of ancient coins from Idaho who was a regular participant at the ANA Summer Seminar who passed away far too early in 2002. While there are selections from throughout the Greek world his main interest was Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt and we offer our largest selection of those popular coins ever. There are also a few gold coins listed in this section so check carefully.

While the Roman and Byzantine sections don’t contain many rarities there are numerous attractive and inexpensive examples of these coins as well as a few rare and/or high grade ones thrown in. We also should mention a rare Arab-Byzantine piece from Tiberias as well as four gold items from the famous Howard Gibbs collection which we have listed at the end of the ancient section.

In the world coin section gold coins are listed throughout under the issuing country. We have many rare and low mintage modern African gold coins in this section as well as a few Israeli rarities, some rare Palestine tokens, numerous better crowns, minors and medals and even a few US coins that found their way to us.

The world paper section is highlighted by some very high grade notes from Buchenwald Concentration Camp, very rare Proofs and Trials from Israel and as perhaps the world’s finest collection of barter notes from US occupied post World War II Germany. 27 of the 31 notes listed by Schwan and Boling in World War II Remembered including all six plate notes are being offered.

Part Two, the Judaic section, as usual contains a fantastic array of Jewish related medals, tokens and paper items. In addition to some rare early medals including Weiner’s famous Cologne synagogue medal we have probably our best offering of modern medals most of which have become quite scarce.
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PART ONE - WORLD WIDE MATERIAL

ANCIENT JEWISH COINS

*1 YEHUD COINAGE, Persian rule. Before 333 BC. AR Obol (.82). Helmeted head of Athena/Owl stg right, lily to left, Yehud to left but indistinct. AJC-4b. VG. *Ex Fisher collection* $150+

*2 --- AR Hemi-obol (.22). Hd of Persian king right/Falcon, head left, wings spread, (YHD). Sc. variety with head left. H-429v, AJC-9b, T-16e. F/aVF, bit grainy. $200

*3 SAMARIA. 4th Century BC. AR Obol (.75) Head of Bes facing/2 owls facing. SC-53, CS-43. VG/aVF. $150


*6 --- AE Lepton (.97). Palm branch, YEHOHANAN/Lily, no monogram. Hen-458, AJC-O, TJC-C. Nice VF. Very nice example of this scarce type. $300+

*7 JUDAH ARISTOBULUS. 104-103 BC. AE Prutah. Double Cornucopia/Yehudah the high priest and the council of the Jews. H-465, AJC-Ja, TJC-U. aVF. $75

*8 --- (1.63). "Yehudah the high Priest and Council of the Jews"/Double Cornucopia. H-466, AJC Jb-Jc. F-VF, dark. This is the rare type with 3 letters in the first line and offered much less frequently than the type with 4 letters in the first line. $120

*9 ALEXANDER JANNAEUS. 103-76 BCE. AE Prutah (3.54). Anchor .legend/Star of 8 rays surrounded by diadem, Hebrew letters between the rays. H-469, TJC-K. VF/F, a bit o.c. $45

*10 --- AE Lepton. Upside down anchor/Star of 8 rays surrounded by border of dots and Aramaic inscription. H-471, TJC-L. 2 pieces both F-VF or so, one with pronounced flan "handles". $40


*13 MATTATHIAS ANTI GONUS. 40-37 BC. AE 18. Single Cornucopia, "Mattathias the High Priest"/Greek "King Antigonus" in 2 lines around ivy wreath. H-482, AJC-V2. VF/F. The cornucopia side is sharp and clear, the legend side is weak. Coin is attractive and well centered. $100


*14 HEROD THE GREAT. 40-4 BC. AE 8 Prutot. Tripod, bowl, date and monogram/ Military helmet. H-486, AJC-1. VF/FG. Flat on right side of obverse, but most detail clear. An opportunity to acquire a scarce & important coin at a reasonable price. $75


*18 --- AE Prutah (2.23). Bunch of grapes on vine with small leaf, "of Herod"/Helmet w. crest & cheek straps, caduceus below left, H-505, AJC-6. VF+. green patina. $100

*19 HEROD ANTIPAS. 4 BC- 39 AD. AE 14 (3.95) of Paneas. Laur. head of Augustus r., star countermark on neck/Tetrastyle/Temple, legend around, LIS in columns (Year 16 12-13 AD). H-511, AJC-3, VF/F. $500


*22 --- AE 22 (12.72) Unit Similar, year 37 (33 AD). H-520, AJC-13. VG/F. $325

*23 --- AE 14 (2.88) Similar, but 1/4 Unit. H-522, AJC-15. VF/F & very rare. *Ex Amphora 2/00, listed at $750* $600

*24 --- AE 22 (10.62) Unit. 7 branched palm tree, Year 43 (39 AD)/Inscription in wreath H-524, TKC-91, AJC-17. Nice F+. Very Rare, the only Antipas type with a full palm tree, not just a branch or a reed. *Ex Amphora 10/99 listed at $1500! $1000+


*26 --- AE 22 (12.72) Unit Similar, year 37 (33 AD). H-520, AJC-13. VG/F. $325


*28 --- AE 18 (4.74) of Paneas. Laur head of Tiberius right with countermark of star in oval on neck/Tetra style Temple, stairway below Year 19 = 15/16 AD. H-534, AJC-7a, TJC-101a. VF, nice coin. *Ex Amphora via R. Kalm collection. $450

*29 --- AE 18 (4.74) of Paneas. Laur head of Tiberius right with countermark of star in oval on neck/Tetra style Temple, stairway below Year 19 = 15/16 AD. H-534, AJC-7a, TJC-101a. VF, nice coin. *Ex Amphora via R. Kalm collection.
$1000

*29 ---AE 19 (7.46) of Paneas. Laur head of Tiberius right/Tetraestyle temple on low platform, dot in pediment, Year 33 = 29/30 AD. H-537, AJC-10, TJc-104. VG/VF. $500

*30 AGrippa I. 37-44. AE Prutah (2.82). Canopy with fringes/Three ears of barley, year 6. H-553, AJC-11. aVF. $75+.

*31 ---AE 24 (11.90). Laureate Head of Claudius right/Temple containing Agrippa & Claudius standing & facing each other & holding circular objects, another figure kneels below, while a torso in center holds another object, LZ (year 7) in pediment. Commemorates treaty between Rome & Judaea. “Agrippa friend of the great Caesar”. H-554, AJC-11, TJc-. VF, some flat spots. Ex owner purchased from Hendin 12/97 who had it priced at $4200, and “one of best known” $3750

*32 AGrippa II, Pre-Royal Coinage. 56-95 (41-54). AE 23 (13.37) of Paneas. Laur. hd of Claudius left Ti CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG PM TR P IMP PP/Antonia, Britannicus & Octavia (children of Claudius), each holding a cornucopia, their names written out, although only Britannicus fully on this coin. H-567, RPC-4842. Nice Fine and very rare. Purchased from Amphora who had it listed at $2200! $1450

*33 ---, 56-95 (53/54), AE 18 (6.16) 1/2 Unit. Upright palm branch Year 13/TIBE PIAC in wreath. Civic type. In very nice condition. Struck at Tiberias. H-575, AJC-6, T-348. Nice VF. $600

*34 ---, 56-95 (53/54). AE 14.36 (6.16) 1/4 Unit. Similar, but 1/4 Unit. H-576, AJC-7, T-349. GVf. Purchased from Amphora in 2/00 where it was priced at $825. $750

*35 ---, 56-95, 65 or later. AE 22 (6.17) of Paneas. Distyle temple. Poppaea (?) std I. Diva POPPAA AVG/Hexastyle temple, female figure std I, hld cornucopia DIVA CLAVD NER F. This is the only coin that mentions Claudia Nero’s daughter who died in infancy. H-578, RPC-4846. Gd Fine. Ex Amphora from R. Kalm collection $325

*36 ---AE 15 (2.89). Turreted bust of Tyche right/Double cornucopia crossed at base, winged caduceus between horns. Rare. H-584, AJC-5, TJc-132. VG-F. This is the plate coin from the 3rd edition of Guide to Biblical Coins. Purchased from Amphora in Feb. 2000 where it was listed for $2000! $1000+

*37 ---under Nero. 56-95 (67/68 AD). AE 22 (8.97) of Sepphoris. Wreath and circle around legend in 5 lines, Yr 14 of Nero Claudius Caesar/Two cornucopiae crossed, caduceus between them, legend around. H-586, TJc-127, AJC-8. F-VF. $1000+

38 MARCUS AMBIBLIUS, Procurator under Augustus. 9-12 CE. AE Prutah. Ear of barley/Palm Tree, year 39. H-636, TJc-313. Fine. $25

*39 ---, 9-12, Another, but nicer. Nice VF $75

*40 VALERIUS GRATRS, Procurator under. Tiberius. 15-26 AD. AE Prutah (1.91) KAI CAP in wreath in 2 lines/Double cornucopia with TIB & LB (yr 2) in 2 lines. H-639, AJC-6, TJc-316. Choice VF. $225

41 ---, 15-26, KAI CAP in wreath/Two crossed cornucopiae with caduceus between them, above, year 3 in field. H-641, AJC-10, TJc-320. F-VF. $50

*42 ---, 15-26, As above but TIBEIPOY misspelled on reverse. H-641a, T-302a. aVF. $75+

*43 ---, (3.67), Inscription in wreath/Three Lilies in bloom. H-642, TJc-321. aVF. Uncommon. $50+

*44 ---, ---, Another, not as nice. Fine. $40

*45 ---, (2.11), TIB KAI CAP in wreath/Palm branch, LE= Year 4. H-646, AJC-18. aEF. An exceptional coin which we sold to Steve Smith in March of 2001 $150+

*46 PONTIUS PILATE, Procurator under Tiberius. 26-36 AD. AE Prutah (2.45). Lituus, legend around/LIZ (Year 17) within wreath. Hen-649, AJC-23. Nice aVF. $125+

*47 ---, ---, ---, Another, even nicer. Nice VF. $200

48 ANTONIUS FELIX, Procurator under. Claudius. 52-59 AD. AE Prutah (2.73) Julia Agrippina, wife of Claudius” in wreath/2 crossed palm branches “Tiberius Claudius Caesar Germanicus. H-651, AJC-32, TJc-342. aVF. $60

*49 ---, (2.45), Another, nicer. VF $150

*50 1ST REVOLT. 66-70 Year 3. AR Shekel (13.93). Omar Cup. “Shekel of Israel”/Stem with 3 pomegranates,”Jerusalem the Holy.” H-662, TJc-202, AJC-18. Choice EF. Among the finest we’ve seen and one of the two nicest we’ve handled. Should be worthy of a substantial bid. $3000

*51 BAR KOCHBA REVOLT. 132-135. Year 1. Large Bronze “Abu Jara” (34.25). 3 line legend reading “Shim’on Prince of Israel” within a large wreath/Amphora with 2 handles within inscription reading “Year one of the redemption of Israel”. H-677, Mild-5, AJC-3. aVF with an impressive pedigree of about 100 years. Ex Sternberg sale 1976, #399. Privately sold to Pastor Stahlberg by Joseph Hamburger in 1908. Only the 3rd we’ve handled and by far the heaviest. $6750

*52 ---, ---, ---, Year one (or perhaps hybrid of one and two) Middle Bronze (7.54). 7 branched palm tree, “Sma”/Vine leaf, “Year one of the redemption of Israel.” H-679, Mild-47, TJc-257. almost VF. Because the legend used on the palm tree side is usually seen on coins of year two there is speculation that this coin despite the legend reading “Year One” may have been issued early in Year two. Rare. $750

*53 ---, ---, ---, ---, AR Zuz or denarius (2.81). “Shimon” in 3 letters in wreath/Fluted jug, handle at left, palm branch at right, “Year 2 of the freedom of Israel”. Mint-made striking crack at 7 o’clock undercoin legible. H-692, Mild-36 (7), AJC-33b, TJc-250b. EF. Purchased from I.Goldberg 7/98 where it was listed at $850 $550

*53a ---, ---, ---, ---, (3.17) Bunch of grapes “Shimon” around/Fluted jug, handle at left, palm branch at right, “Year 2” A few letters from undercoin visible on obverse.. H-696, Mild-46 (7), AJC-36a, TJc-253a. VF. $450
---Middle Bronze (9.32). Palm tree, “Shimon” in 3 letters/Vine Leaf, Year Two of the Freedom of Israel. H-708, Mild-64, VF/F. $275

---Undated, attributed to year 3. Middle Bronze (4.60). Palm branch in wreath, “For the freedom of Jerusalem”/Lyre with 3 strings, “Shimon”. H-735, VG/F. $100+


Please use our new address, as well as our new phone and fax numbers. Thanks

---A large collection of 71 bronze Bar Kochba coins. All are either year 2 or year 3, most are medium bronzes but there are a handful of small bronzes included also. Almost all are identified as to Mildenberg number and weight. Included are some barbaric pieces. Grades range from F to VF with the great majority being VF. A great opportunity for the specialist or for somebody who really wants to study these fascinating coins. Obviously some duplication but a very neat lot. There is (conservatively) over $20,000 in retail in this collection. $16,000+

JUDAEA CAPTA, Vespasian, 69-79. AE 19 (5.04) of Caesarea. Bust right/Nike stg r, foot on helmet, writing on shield hanging from palm tree. RARE. H-742, AJC-1. Fine. Ex Y. Meshorer collection, Ex Amphora and priced at $1200/$500+

---Titus. 79-81, AE20.5. Laureate head of Titus/Nike stg, r foot on helmet writing on shield hanging from palm tree. H-743, AJC-2, TJC-32. VG-F, chipped $40

---Domitian. 81-96. AE29. Struck at Caesarea. Head of Domitian right/Palm Tree. H-746, AJC-9, TJC-394. G-VG. Scarce issue. $60

---AE19. Struck at Caesarea. Head of Domitian right/Nike in flowing gown advancing left. H-750, AJC-8, TJC-393. Fine. $60

---10th Legion Countermark. ND. AE23. Head right/reverse blank. LXF countermark in incuse square, plus a countermark with male head right. cmks VG-F, & Fine. H-807a, How-117 & 733. coin poor, as usual. $150

For other Judaea Capta coins see lots 222., 223, 225, 226, 228 and 229

CITY COINS OF THE HOLY LAND AREA

ADRAA in ARABIA PETRAEA. Elagabalus. 218-222. AE 16 (4.66). Bust right/ Nude Hercules seated left on rock, resting on club, retrograde legend. Sp-13, Ros-6. Fine. All coins from this city are rare. $275

AELIA CAPITOLINA in JUDAEA. Hadrian. 117-138. AE 21 (10.23). Laur bust of Hadrian right/Bust of Antoninus Pius right. Mesh-9, Ros-9. F-VF. Rare reverse type, which I don’t think I’ve ever offered at auction (at least not in 12 years). $250+?

---Antoninus Pius 138-161. AE24 (13.44). Laur. bust right/Dionysus stg nude, resting on thyrsos, panther at feet, larger and heavier than most seen. M-24, Ros-16. VF. Ex Goldberg sale of May 1999. $400

------AE17.5 (3.89). Laureate bust right/Legionary eagle right, landing on thunderbolt, CAC below. Mesh-34. Nice F-VF. This is a scarce type which we’ve only offered a couple of times in the last 12 years. $450

---Marcus Aurelius. 161-180. AE19.5 (7.62). Laur., draped bust right/IMP CAESAR AVG GERM, on altar with male head right, hld object in extended r. hand and cornucopia in left. CO LAE (L)KA P. Scarce, especially this nice. Mesh-47, Kad-45. VF, green patina. Ex Triton I sale at $450 + 10%. $450


---Diadumenian. 217-218. AE22 (7.19). Laur., draped & cuirassed bust r./Sarapis stg, looking right, hld scepter in left hand, raising r. hand, 2 torches in field Mesh-108, Ros-59. VF, repatinated. $475

---Severus Alexander. 222-235 AD. AE 22 (7.73). Laur., draped & cuirassed bust right/Tyche std l, on throne with high back, patara in r hand, dome above, cornucopia in l. Mesh-149. VF. $375

ASCALON in JUDAEA. 2nd Century BC. AR Hemidrachm (1.65). Veiled & turreted bust of Tyche right/Prow of galley left, AZ above on monogram, Obverse a bit porous in spots, reverse nice and bold. Ros-1, BMC-6, H-824. VF. $250

---Time of Vespasian. Year 176 = 72-73 AD. AE15 (3.96). Bust of Tyche right, wearing turreted crown/War galley right, Ros-53. VF. $50


---Philip II. 247-249. AE 27 (15.39) Radiate, cuirassed bust right MARCVL PHILIPPOCESAR/COLOMETROPLISBOSTRA around wreath AKTI AOV CAPIA in 3 lines within wreath. Ros-52, Spike-60. VF. $350

------AE28.5. Another, even nicer. Nice VF, a very attractive and scarce (especially this nice) large bronze coin. Ex Triton I. $375


---Hadrian. 117-138. AE30.5 (22.46). Laur., draped & cuirassed bust right/Founder plows right with oxen, Nike
ANCIENT GREEK COINS

*78 CANATHA in DECAPOLIS. Commodus. 177-192. AE 20 (7.53). Laur. bust right/ Bust of helmeted Athena right Ros-7, Spike-9. VF. $175


---Geta. 209-212. AE27 (10.61). Bare headed bust of Geta right/Bust of Alexander the Great right HP (108 = 204/205 AD) in field. MAK in reverse legend must refer to Macedon and Alexander the Great as Severus Alexander was not born until 208. Ros-14, Sp-20. Ch. VF and very large. $400


*82 ELEUTHEROPOLIS in Judaea. Septimius Severus. 193-211. AE27 (15.66) Laur draped & cuir. bust right/Tyche standing l. within Tetrastyle Temple. Year 8 = 206 -207. A superb example of an extremely rare coin. Ros-7, BMC-1. Ch. VF-EF. Ex Amphiara where it was priced at $1000. $700


*86 PETRA in ARABIA PETRAEA. Hadrian. 117-138. AE 25 (8.34). Laur. cuir. bust right/ Turreted Tyche std l, hldg trophy, Sp-4, Ros-5. VF. $90

---Commodus. 177-192. AE 17 (3.86). Laur. bust right/"Petra Metropolis" in 3 lines/in wreath. Rare. 1st I've had?. Sp-26, Ros-18. aF. $125

*PHILADELPHIA in ARABIA PETRAEA. Commodus. 177-192. AE 18 (6.15). Laur. bust right/Bust of turreted Tyche right, drapery on left shoulder with bare bosom. Sp-38, Ros-38. VF. $200

*90 PHILIPPOPOLIS in ARABIA PETRAEA. Philip Sr. 244-249. AE 23 (10.30). Bust r/ Roma stg l, wearing chiton, hldg phiale in right hand, resting left arm over spear over shield, Sp-4, Ros-1v. VF. Ex George Fisher collection. $500+

*91 SEPHPHORIS in GALILEE. Trajan. 98-117. AE 23 (10.50). Laureate bust right/Palm Tree, Ros-4, H-907. VF. $175

*93 TIBERIAS in GALILEE, Trajan. 98-117. AE 27 (15.65). Laur. bust r./Tyche, wearing long chiton, standing left hldg rudder & cornucopia, prow at left Year 81 |99-100 AD). Ros-5, BMC-7, H-912. VF. $150


GROUP OF 8 COINS: Joint issue Prutah of Antiochus VII and John Hyrcanus I H-451 Fine; 3 unattributed Hasmonean Prutahs G, VG and aVF; Herod Archelaus Prutah Grapes/Helmet Only Gd but with very pronounced flan handle; Agrippa I Prutah Barley/Canopy Nice Fine; Pontius Pilate Prutah Barley/Ladle VG-F and Judaea Capta issue of Domitian with Nike advancing left H-747 VG, 8 coins, sold as is. A few better pieces. $125

GROUP OF PRUTAHs. Hasmoneon Double Cornucopia/Legend; Herod I Anchor/ Double Cornucopia; Herod Archelaus Grapes/Helmet; Agrippa I Umbrella/3 ears of barley; Valerius Gratia Legend/Palm branch, year 5 and 1st Revolt year two, Vine Leaf/Amphora. 6 coins, definitely not a junk lot. VG to VF, all but the first at least Fine. $75

CITY COIN GROUP. A group of 11 bronzes, most if not all are Holy Land City coins. While the grades aren't great most are easily identifiable and we see coins from Caesarea, Raphia, Rabbathmoba, Neopolis and Dora in this group. Sold as is, no returns. $125


*97 CALABRIA, Tarentum. 430-380 BC. AR Stater (7.83). Helmented, naked horseman left, knees bent under him, seated on horse left, right hand holding bridle, left hand holding round shield and lance behind him/Taras astride dolphin left, holding large oval shield and spear behind, right arm extended holding helmet. Vlasto-298. F-VF, toned. Seems to be a scarce type. Ex 1118 Rindge Coll, by Malter. $150


---,---330-300 BC. AR Stater. (7.82). Hd of Demeter 3/4 facing/Ear of corn 3/4 to l. SG-417v, SNG-ANS-463. VF, better type. $300+

---Poseidonia. 480-400 BC. AR Nomos (8.00). Poseidon advancing right, brandishing trident/Bull standing left, in shallow circular incuse. SG-424, ANS-646. VF/GVF. $500+

*101 BRUTTIUM, Kroton. 400-379 BC. AR Stater. (7.92). Eagle stg l., on branch, wings flapping/Tripod (KPO) to left, Δ to right. SNG Cop-1796, SG-472. VF, reverse a touch o.c. $300+

*102 SICILY, Syracuse. c. 480-475 BC. AR Tetradrachm (17.19). Charioteer driving quadriga right, Nike flying right above to crown horses/Diademed head of Arethusa right, 4 dolphins around. This is a scarce early type with hair unbound. Dewing-701, SNG ANS-27. Gd Fine. Purchased from David Vagi in July of 2007. $600+
**Lysimachos**

Maroneia

---

*115 ---,---400-350 BC. AR Drachm (4.39). 2 male heads facing, one at left inverted/ Sea-eagle attacking dolphin left, monogram below. SG-1298, SNG Cop-186. Nice EF, a few light scratches on chin. $75+

**MACEDON. Lete.**

530-480 BC. AR Stater (9.37). Naked satyr adv. right seizing a nymph by her wrist, she looks back at him and raises her left arm in protest/ Incuse square divided in 4 triangles by X. X-SG-1298, SNG Cop-186. Porous aVF. $500+

**MACEDONIAN KINGDOM. Philip II.**

359-336 BC. Gold Stater (8.57) of Amphipolis. Laureate head of Apollo right with short hair/Galloping biga right, charioteer holding goad, ivy-leaf in field below right. SNG Cop-523, SNG ANS-251. Nice EF, a few light scratches on chin. $1500+

---Alexander III, the Great.

336-323 BC (this struck 315-294). AR Tetradrachm (17.29) of Amphipolis. Head of Hercules, as Alexander the Great, right. clad in lion’s skin/Zeus seated left on throne Λ above torch at left, monogram below throne. Price-455. Nice well centered VF. $475

---,---(327-323). AR Tetradrachm (17.24) of Tarsos, as Alexander the Great, right, clad in lion’s skin/Zeus seated left holding eagle and scepter, plow in field to left, globule under throne and under arm. Scarce lifetime issue! Price-3018. Unusual reverse style with the legs of Zeus straight and "Αλίξανδρου" written out along the right rim instead of straight down parallel to the scepter. aEF $800+

---AR Tetradrachm (17.15) of Byblos. Head of Hercules as Alexander right clad in lion’s skin/Zeus enthroned left holding eagle and scepter, AP monogram to left. Price-3424. Toned VF, bit off-center. $200


---Under the Romans.


**THRACE. Istrae.**

Late 5th-4th Century BC. AR 1/4 Drachm (1.57). 2 male heads facing/Sea-eagle on dolphin left "A" below. SG-1670, BMC-13. aVF. Scarce denomination as we usually see the Drachm of this type. (See lot 113 below). $125+

---,---400-350 BC. AR Drachm (4.39). 2 male heads facing, one at left inverted/ Sea-eagle attacking dolphin left, monogram below. SG-1669v, BMC-12. $100

---,---Maroneia. 385-360 BC. AR 1/4 Stater (2.67). Forepart of horse left. AVO in field around/Grapes on vine, kantharos to left, MA to right in all dotted square within incuse square. SNG Cop-616. VF $200+?

---,---Lysimachos. 297-281 BC. AR Tetradrachm (17.03). Head of Alexander III right/ Athena enthroned left, holding Nike. Lampsakos mint. SG-1589v, Thompson-47. VF. $750

**ILLYRIA. Epidamnos-Dyrachium.**

After 229 BC (Roman rule). AR Drachm (3.30). Cow standing r, looking back at calf, which it suckles, legend above, grape cluster below, club to left, ear of com to right/Square with double stellate pattern, legend around. BMC-43, SG-1900v. VF, touch off-center. $100+

**THESSALY. Larissa.**

350-325 BC. AR Drachm (5.53). Head of nymph Larissa 3/4 left, wearing necklace/Horse grazing right. GF/VG, toned. $100

**BOETIA. Thebes.**


**EUBOIA. Eretria.**

C. 500-465 BC. AR Hemidrachm (1.69). Cow stg l., hd r, scratching hd with it’s right hind foot/Octopus in incuse square. SNG Cop-31ff, SG-2526/ VF $500+

---,---Corinthia. 350-325 BC. AR Drachm (5.53). Head of nymph Larissa 3/4 left, wearing necklace/Horse grazing right. GF/VG, toned. $100

---,---ATHENS. 454-415 BC. AR Tetradrachm (17.08). Helmeted head of Athena right/Owl standing right, head facing with uncertain countermark on wing. Star. pl. XXII, 1-8, SNG Cop-31ff, SG-2526/ VF $500

---,---425-404 BC. AR Tetradrachm (17.14). Head of Athena right/Owl standing right, head facing, olive spring, crescent and AOE all in incuse square. BMC-62ff, Dewing-1620, SG-2526, SNG Cop-34. Choice, well struck toned VF on slightly small flan. A most attractive coin! Ex Davissons, Auction 8, #097$450+

---,---After 166 BC. AR "New Style" Tetradrachm (16.69). Head of Athena right, wearing triple crested Attica helmet/Owl standing, facing, atop amphora, magistrate’s name in field, winged caduceus to left. Thompson-380b, Per Morkholm date is 133/132 BC. VF/aEF, the reverse being extremely choice. $400+

---,---15 (15.91). Head of Athena right, wearing triple crested Attica helmet/Owl standing, facing, atop amphora, magistrate’s name in field. Pegasus grazing left at right. SNG Cop-198, 88-87 BC. Toned aVF. Superior, 12/87, #368. $300+

**AEAGIA.**

480-431 BC. AR Drachm (5.61). Land Tortise with segmented shell/ Incuse square, 2 pellets (also described as double globule or astragalos) in lower left. BMC-167, SNG Cop-520. SG-2605. VF. $500+

**CORINTHIA. Corinth.**

338-300 BC. AR Stater (8.55). Pegasus flying left/Head of Athena left, wearing Corinthian helmet, branch behind. Ravel-1041. VF. $250+

**ACHAIAN. Achaean League. Dyne.**

C. 86 BC. AR Hemidrachm (2.46). Laureate head of Zeus right/AX monogram/ monograms above and to left, fish below, all in wreath. SNG Cop-242-243. Ex BCD collection. Nice VF, toned. $225

**IONIA. Ephesos.**

133-67 BC, Undated. AR Cistophoric Tetradrachm (12.71). Cista mystica with serpent in ivy wreath/Bow case, serpents, Εcornucopia to right. SNG Cop-, BMC-. VA-. Scarce. aEF $400

**IONIA. Magnesia ad Maendrum. Time of Augustus.**

---Phokaia. 400-330 BC. Electrum 1/6 Stater or Hekte (2.49). Head of Athena left wearing crested Corinthian helmet/Quadripartite incuse square. Sear-4530v, BMC-46 sim. aVF, obv, a touch o.c. Ex Davison’s Auction 1, Lot 7. $400

---Samos. 510-500 BC. AR Hemidrachm (1.74) using the Native Samian Weight standard. Forepart of winged boar to left/Lion head left, jaws open in dotted square all in deep incuse square. SG-3526, BMC-55. VF. Ex Melter 8/95 Lot #504. This is much nicer than the few that have come up for auction in the past few years. $250

CARIA, Knidos. Before 480 BC. AR Drachm (6.12). Forepart of lion right/Archaic head of Aphrodite right in incuse square. SNG Cop-200. aVF $450

---Rhodos. 394-304 BC. AR Didrachm (6.71). Head of Helios facing slightly to right/Rose with bud on stem to right/bunch of grapes and E to left, POΔΙΟΝ above, all in incuse square. SNG Cop-728, SG-5037. aF. $265

---.---(6.70). Head of Helios facing slightly to right/Rose with bud on stem to right, bunch of grapes and E to left, in incuse square. SNG Cop-728. VF. $425

---.---(14.11) of Tyre. Diademmed head of Ptolemy I right, small “K” behind ear/ Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, monogram to left, date and monogram to right. Year 37 (249/248 BC). SNG Cop-459, as Svo-833, Hen-408. F$250+

---.---(11.70) of Tyre. Diademmed head of Ptolemy I right, small “K” behind ear/ Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, monogram and club to left. Svo-644, SNG Cop-482 (K not mentioned). Rare. Nice VF, a bit weak on high spots. The “K” is an artist’s signature found on some Ptolemaic coins of Tyre. It is rarer than the Δ found on Ptolemaic coins of Alexandria. Steve Smith purchased this coin from David Vagi in March of 2001 for $650.
168 Group of coins

160 Ptolemy VIII

159,---AE19 (5.98), Head of Zeus Ammon right/Eagle standing left on thunderbolt. Svoronos-1378. Nice EF, superb portrait. Ex Davision’s, Auction 4, #100

$150

158 ---,---,---(13.95). Diademed head of Ptolemy I right wearing aegis/Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, E between legs. Year 105. BMC-33 or SNG Cop-552. VF/F, bit rough. Svoronos classifies it from Ptolemy IV, Morkholm Ptolemy V and Hazzard VI. $200+

157 ---,---,---. 145-116 BC. AR Tetradrachm (13.30). Diademed head of Ptolemy I right wearing aegis/Eagle standing left on thunderbolt. BMC-3, Svo-1489, SNG Cop-264. VF, some old scratches under toning. $150+

156 ---,---. 146-127 BC. AE25 (15.78) of Paphos. Head of Cleopatra I as Isis right with long curls bound with corn/Eagle left on thunderbolt, monogram to left. BMC-6, SNG Cop-280, Svo-1384. VF/F, rev. a bit rough $100

155 ---. Ptolemy IV

154 ---. Ptolemy III, Euergetes. 246-221 BC. AR Tetradrachm (14.08), uncertain mint. Bust of Ptolemy right/Eagle standing left, monograms to left and between legs. VF, flan flaw near mouth gives the appearance that Ptolemy is wearing braces. $125

153 ---. Ptolemy II

152 ---. Ptolemy I

151 ---. Ptolemy VI

150 ---. Ptolemy V

149 ---. Ptolemy IV

148 ---. Ptolemy VI and Cleopatra I

147 ---,---. 130ff. VF $1000?

146 ---,---. 145-116 BC. AR Tetradrachm (13.95) of Salamis. Diademed head of Ptolemy with aegis/Eagle standing left on thunderbolt, date to left (year 37 = 134/133 BC), Salamis mm to right. SNG Cop-577ff. VF, but polished. $150+

145 ---Group of coins. Ptolemy IV AE33 Laureate head of Zeus right/Eagle standing left, cornucopia to left, between legs VF/F for wear but rough fields: Ptolemy VI. 180-145 BC. AE26. Head of Cleopatra I as Isis right /Eagle stg l on t-bolt, monogram to left. SG-7903, Cop-281 VF and AE29 Head of Zeus right/2 eagles standing left, single cornucopia to left. SNG Cop-308 VF/F light scratches. 3 coins $100+

144 ---. Zeugitania, Carthage. 310-289 BC. Electrum Stater (7.43). Head of Tanit left, wreathed with corn, wearing earring and elaborate necklace/Horse standing right on single line with two dots above line. J-L-177ff. SNG Cop-130ff. VF $1000?

143 ---. PARTHIA, Phraates IV. 38 BC-2 BC. AR Drachm (3.74) of Ecbatana. Bearded bust left with star in crescent before and eagle holding ring in beak behind/Archer seated right. Sellwood-54/7, Shore-297. Choice EF.$125+

142 ---. ---. Volograses III. 105-147 AD. AR Drachm (3.67) of Ecbatana. Diademed bust left with pointed beard/Archer seated right. Sellwood-78/5, Shore-415. EF $75+

141 ---. BAKTRIAN KINGS, Demetrios I. c. 200-185 BC. AE Triple Unit (29, 12.46) Head of elephant right, bell around neck/Caduceus, monogram to inner left. SNG ANS 209-211, SG-7533, MACW-1638. VF, dark patina, flan crack. $350

140 ---. Menander. 160-145 BC. AR Drachm (2.44) of Pushkalavati. Diademed and draped bust of Menander left viewed from behind with spear/Karoshi inscription. Continuous legends on both sides. MACW-1785. VF $75+

GROUP OF 4 COINS. Seleukid Kingdom Antiochus IV 175-164 BC AE16 (Chalkos). Radiate head of Antiochus right/Tyche enthroned left, holding Nike, bird at her feet SR-6990ff, Parthia. Mithradates IV AR Drachm c. 140 AD, Phoenicia, Byblos AR 1/8 Shekel Galley/Lion attacking bull and AE14 of Thrace, Maronia with horse galloping right/Monogram. 4 Greek coins F-VF. $100?

GROUP Ionia, Miletos. AR Hemibol (1.07). Head of Lion turned back/ Star VF; Mysia, Cyzicus AR Hemibol (.37). Forepart of boar running left, tunny fish behind/Lion’s head left, star above SNG Cop-49 Toned VF, bit porous and Trihemibol (.84) similar but without star. BMC-112 Toned Fine, a bit bent. $100+

TWO COIN LOT. Sassanian AR Drachm of Xurso II 590-628 AD Choice VF and Antioch in Syria, Tiberius. AE 27. Bust right/6 line legend, the last line EM = 45 = 14 AD. RPC-4270. F-VF $50+

Greek Imperial/Roman Colonial Coins

For other GIC/RCC see lots 63 to 93 above

THRACE, Odessos. Gordian III 238-244. AE 27 mm = 5 Assaria (12.34). Facing busts of Gordian III on left and Sarpais on right/Athena standing left with sceptor and patera, E in field to left. VF, dark green patina. $75

MOESIA, Marcianopolis. Elagabalus and Julia Maesa. AE 29 (11.20) Elagabalus on the left facing Julia Maesa on the right/Zeus standing left, E in field to left. Fine, heavy green patina. $75

---,---. Macrinus and Diadumenian. AE 26 mm (11.98). Laureate head of Macrinus on left facing right and Diadumenian, bare head, on right facing left/Tyche standing left holding cornucopia and rudder, E in right field. VF, brown patina, reverse a bit off-center. $100


MYRIA. Cyzicus, Faustina Jr., wife of Marcus Aurelius. AE 26 (8.97). Bust of Faustina II right/Tyche stg, looking left, holding rudder and cornucopia. BMC-227. Nice VF. $225

CILICIA. Anemurium. Diadumenian. 217-218. AE26 (11.01). Bareheaded bust right/Artemis standing head right with bow and arrows, stag left at feet ANEMOVPIEBDN ETB. Lind-1453 sim . aVF, rough fields. Very scarce. $100+

SYRIA. Antioch, Trajan. 98-117. AE 20 (6.34) . Laureate bust right/SC in wreath, B below. 2nd issue at mint. SNG Cop-197, BMC-270ff. Nice VF+. $160

---. Seleukid Kingdom Antiochus IV 175-164 BC AE16 (Chalkos). Radiate head of Antiochus right/Tyche enthroned left, holding Nike, bird at her feet SR-6990ff, Parthia. Mithradates IV AR Drachm c. 140 AD, Phoenicia, Byblos AR 1/8 Shekel Galley/Lion attacking bull and AE14 of Thrace, Maronia with horse galloping right/Monogram. 4 Greek coins F-VF. $100?
201 ---,---,---(12.79). Laureate head of Claudius right/Messalina standing half-left, holding two small figures (children?) in her right hand and grain-ears with left, leaning left elbow on column. Curtis-24. Fine, a bit grainy. $150?

202 ---,---,---(13.40). Radiate head of Nero right/Bust of Poppaea, hair in queue, right, year 10. Curtis-138, Milne-217, BMC-123, Emm-128. VF. $300

203 ---,---,---(22.84). Laureate and cuirassed bust right/Elpis standing left, holding flower and raising skirt, Year 4. Milne-354, Emm-180, BMC-201. aVF. $125+

204 ---,---,---(22.65). Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right/Apis bull standing right, disk between horns, crescent on flank, altar in front. Year 19. BMC-813v, Datt-2011v, Emm-912. dark green patina. $500+

205 ---,---,---(22.56). Another as above, although not quite as nice. F-VF $250+

206 ---,---,---(22.61). Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right/Nilus seated left on a rock-pile, holding a long reed with right hand and cornucopia with left, crocodile right on rocks, LS (year 16) to left. Dattari-1794, Emm-1016, Milne-1329. GdVF, touch rough, spot of red encrustation on Hadrian’s chin. Ex CNG #49, #1158. $400+


208 ---,---,---(22.95). Bust right/Sphinx seated left, paw on wheel, L to left H to right. Year 18. Emm-1053, Milne-1427, Dat.-1996. VG/F. rare type. $375

209 ---,---,---(22.45). Laureate head right/The Labor of the Augean Stables: Hercules, nude but for lion skin over shoulder, standing before the Augean Stables, diverting the river waters streaming from a human head [not a lion’s head, as the other references state] into the stable’s year 10. Koln-1540v, Milne-912v, Dat-2606v, Emm-1539. VG/F, chipped at about 7 o’clock. One of the Labors of Hercules types and the important reverse devices are clear. Purchased via private treaty from CNG in March of 2001. The last public sale that we can find a record of is $2100 for a similar example. $1500+

210 ---,---,---(25.71). Laureate, cuirassed bust right/Shrine having 2 columns, supporting pediment with disk within, statue of Hermanubis right, wearing modius on head, holding caduceus and palm-branch, to left, at foot is jackel, L Z (Year 7) to either side. BMC-1197, Emm-1570. VG/F a bit rough. Very rare. $125+


212 ---,---,---(23.54). Laureate bust right wearing cloak/Horned head of Zeus Ammon wearing disc right, year 18. Milne-2285, Koln-1736, Emm-1700, aVF/VF and very attractive. $600

213 ---,---,---(9.74). Laureate and cuirassed bust right/Eagle standing left, head right, wings open, LS = Year 6. Curtis-1997, Milne-3773, Dat-4939, Emm-3481. Nice VF, pretty green patina. $60+

214 ---,---,---(12.18). Laureate and cuirassed bust right/Eagle standing left, head turned back, wreath in beak, year one. Curtis-1334, Milne-3520, Emm-3480. Nice VF, high silver content! $75+

215 ---,---,---(13.18). Laureate bust right/Elpis standing left, holding flower and raising skirt. C-1340, Mil-3651, Emm-
3482. Nice VF, highly silvered. $75+

*204  **---Trajan Decius.** 249-251. Bi Tetradrachm (11.80). Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right/Alexandria standing left, wearing turreted cap, raising right hand and holding long scepter in left, Year 1. Curtis-1410, Milne-3809, Emm-3830. VF $100


*206  **---Salonina, wife of Gallienus.** Bi Tetradrachm (8.57). Her bust right, draped, wearing stephanie/Eirene standing left, holding olive-branch in right hand, long scepter in left, palm at left, IB over L to right (year 12). Curtis-1648, Milne-4102, BMC-2250, Emm-3855. Nice VF. $60+

*207  **---Claudius II Gothicus.** 268-270. Bi Tetradrachm (10.45). Laureate cuirassed bust right/Nike advancing right holding wreath and palm, year 2. Curtis-1711, Milne-4235, Emm-3889. Fine and exceptionally heavy for the issue. $507

*208  **---Numerian.** 283-294. AE Tetradrachm (8.50). Laureate bust right/Athena seated left on high-backed throne wearing crested helmet, resting left hand on scepter and holding Nike (facing inward) in right, year 2. Curtis-1935, Milne-4699, Emm-4013. Choice EF; exceptionally nice for this issue. $75+

209  **ROMAN EGYPT** Lot of 6 coins, the first 5 Drachms. **Domitian in quadriga of elephants Emm-252; Trajan Emperor in centauro drawn Biga Emm-464** (2 coins), Emperor in quadriga Emm-459, Nilus reclining left, leaning on small elephant (?) and **Probus** Tetradrachm Eirene standing left C-1978, 6 coins, the first 5 scarce to rare and F-VF but porous and/or rough, some with patina stripped. The last coin is a choice VF. $250+

**ROMAN COINS**

Unless noted otherwise, coins should be presumed from the Rome mint

*210  **FURIUS PURPURIO.** 169-157 BC. AR Denarius (3.91). Head of Roma right, X behind/Diana or Luna in Biga right. PVR below horses, murex-shell above, ROMA in ex. SR-75, Fura-13, Cr-187/1. F-VF, round banker’s mark (or countermark) on obverse. $60+

*211  **M. TULLIUS.** 119 BC. AR Denarius (3.96). Head of Roma right, ROMA behind/ Victory driving quadriga right, wreath above, X (mark of value) below. M. TVLLI in ex. SR-155, Craw-280/1, Tullia-1. Lightly toned VF. Both the mark of value and the wreath above the horses are unusual features of this coin.$150+

*212  **L. FLAMINIUS CILO.** 109-108 BC. AR Denarius (3.91). Helmeted head of Roma right, X below chin, ROMA behind/Victory in biga right holding wreath, L. FAMINI below, CILO in ex. SR-179, Flaminia-1, Cr-302/1. Toned EF. $150+

*213  **M. HERENNIUS.** 108-107 BC AR Denarius (3.52) Hd of Pietas right, “A” under chin/ Amphinomus carrying his father right, sideways. SR-185, Herennia-1, Syd-567. Toned Fine, obverse field scratch and “P” countermark on chin. $75+

*214  **LUCIUS APPULEIUS SATURNINUS.** 104 BC. AR Denarius (3.88). Helmeted head of Roma left/Saturn driving quadriga right, N above. SR-193, Appuleia-1v. Gd VF, lightly toned $195

*215  **GARGONIUS (OR GARGILIUS) OGULNIUS AND VERGILUS (OR VERGINIUS).** c. 86 BC AR Denarius (3.71) Head of young Jupiter right/Jupiter in Quadriga right. SR-266, Syd-723, Bab-226. F-VF, reverse a bit off-center. $75

*216  **TWO COINS. Anonymous Quinarius (1.69).** c. 81 BC. Head of Apollo right/Victory stg. right crowning trophy “B” between them. SR-305, Bab-227a Toned F-VF and **Denarius** (3.73) Head of young Jupiter right/Jupiter in Quadriga right. SR-266, Syd-723, Bab-226. F-VF, reverse a bit off-center. See lot 215 . .2 silver coins $100+

*217  **Q. CASSIUS LONGINUS.** 78 BC. AR Denarius (3.82). Head of Bacchus right, wearing ivy wreath, thyrus over shoulder/Head of Libera left, wearing vine leaf L. CASSIA QF behind. SR-317, Cr-386/1. VF, with planchet flaw rev, obv bit o.c $100+

*218  **P. CLODIUS M.F. TURRINUS.** 42 BC. AR Denarius (3.77). Laureate head of Apollo right, lyre behind/Diana Lucifera standing holding long lighted torch in each hand. SR-492, Claudia-15, Cr-494/23. Nicely toned F-VF, though hole started at eye of Apollo. $75+

*219  **MARK ANTONY.** Triumvir & Imperator, commuted suicide 30 BC. AR Denarius (3.61). His bare head r., illius behind/Radiate head of Sol right M. ANTONIVS III VIR RPC. RSC-68, Cr-496/2, Syd-1170. VG-F. Light scratches & light graffiti on this very rare coin. $500+?


*221  **----(3.69).** As above, but muchnicer. Choice VF, perfectly centered. This is the coin most commonly thought of as the Biblical Tribute Penny. $325+


*224  **----(2.87).** Laureate bust of Vespasian right/Vespasian seated right holding scepter and laurel branch. RIC-
**77.** C-364. SR-2300 (diff. obv. legend). Gd Fine, nicely centered, light toning. $60+

*225* ---,--. AE **Judaea Capta**. Sestertius. Bust right/Mourning Jewess to right of palm tree, emperor with spear in military dress behind. H-775, RIC-733, SR-2327. AF, device clear, legend almost all there on obv., partially on rev.. $450

*226* ---,--. AE **Quadrans** (1.93). **Judaea Capta** type. Palm Tree/Vexillum. PM TR PP P COS III, S-C. H-784, RIC-504, Brin-72. Ch. VF, green patina. $400

*227* **TITUS**. 79-81. AR Denarius. Lur bust r/Venus stg. r, leaning on cippus holding spear and helmet. SR-2507, RIC-9. aVF. $200

*228* ---,--. AE **Sestertius** (24.34). This struck 73 as Caesar. Laureate head right/Titus in triumphal quadriga right holding branch & scepter. On side of chariot, Nike stands to right holding wreath in outstretched arm. SR-2461, H-790v (different obv. legend), RIC-645. VF. One of the true rarities of the Judaea Capta series, this depicts the scene that is shown on the arch of Titus commemorating the victory over the Jews. I cannot recall offering this coin for at least 20 years! $2500

*229* ---,--. A Paduan cast copy of a Titus **Judaea Capta**. Sestertius. Laur head of Titus left/ Jewess sits mourning r of palm tree, male captive is to left of tree and to left of him is helmet and shield. As Klawans-3, as H-792a. VF. This is ex lot 213 from our sale 27c $100+

*230* **DOMITIAN**. 81-96. AR Denarius (3.07). Laureate bust right/Cassed hands holding legionary eagle on prow. SR-2343, RIC-246, C-393. VF. $200

*231* **HADRIAN**. 117-138. AR Denarius (3.35). Laureate bust right/Abundantia standing left, foot on modius, holding scales and cornucopia. RIC-169, C-381. VF-EF, seldom offered. $100+


*233* **DIVUS ANTONINUS PIUS**. died 161 AD. AR Denarius (3.35). Bare head right/ Pyramidal crematorium of 4 stories. SR-5193, RIC-438. Nice toned VF. $75

*234* ---,--(3.25). Bare head right/Column of Antoninus Pius surmounted by statue of emperor standing left. SR-5195, RIC-439. VF. $50

*235* **MARCUS AURELIUS**. 161-180. AR Denarius (3.30). Laureate bearded bust right/ Victory alighting left on globe holding wreath and trophy. RIC-411, C-975, As SR-4952. Nice EF and one of the last dated issues of Aurelius. $100+

*236* **FAUSTINA JR.**, wife of **MARCUS AURELIUS**. AE As (13.40). Bust right/Fecunditas standing right with scepter and holding small child. SR-5295, RIC-1639. VF. $75

*237* **SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS**. 193-211. AR Denarius (2.74). Laureate bust right/Two captives seated, back to back, under trophy. RSC-365, RIC-63. Toned VF/F. $50+

*238* ---,--(2.76). Bearded laureate bust right/Jupiter standing left, holding thunderbolt and scepter. RIC-233, As SR-6345. Nice toned EF, the portrait choice. "X" in reverse legend is very weak. Nice coin. $75

*239* **JULIA DOMNA**, wife of **SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS**. AR Denarius (3.74). Bust right/Ceres seated left, holding corn-ears and long torch. SR-6576, RIC-546. EF. $75

*240* **CARACALLA**. 198-217. AR Denarius (3.38). Laureate and draped bust right/ Caracalla, naked, standing and facing, head left, holding globe and resting on spear. SR-6687, RIC-30a. EF, great portrait, a few flan cracks from strike. $75

*241* **GETA**. 209-211, as Caesar 198-208. AR Denarius (3.21). Bare head right/Nobilitas standing right holding palladium and scepter. SR-7184, RIC-13a. EF, lightly toned. $75

*242* **ELAGABALUS**. 218-222. AD. AR Denarius (3.15). Laureate bust right/Annona standing left, holding corn-ears and resting left arm on rudder set on globe, modius at feet to left. SR-7503, RIC-59. EF with exceptional portrait, obverse a touch off-center. $75

*243* **JULIA SOAEMIAS**, mother of **Elagabalus**. AR Denarius (3.53). Bust right/Venus standing left, holding apple and scepter, star in left field. SR-7719, RIC-241. aEF and scarce. $100+

*244* **JULIA MAESA**, grandmother of **Elagabalus and Severus Alexander**. AR Denarius (3.24). Bust right/Felicitas sacrificing at altar holding caduceus, star in field at left. SR-7757v, RIC-272. EF+$60

*245* **SEVERUS ALEXANDER**. 222-235 AD. AR Denarius. (3.28) Laureate bust right/ Aequitas stading left, holding scales and cornucopia. RIC-127, SR-7856v. This without the star in the field, thus struck at Rome. EF/VF, nice portrait. $60+

*246* ---,--(4.02). Laureate bust right/Jupiter enthroned left, holding Victory and spear. SR-7873, RIC-144. Scarce reverse legend of IOVI VLTORI. Choice EF-AU/EF, reverse a bit weak in spots. A very nice portrait and a very heavy denarius. $60+

*247* ---,--(2.40). Laureate bust right/Liberalitas standing left, holding abacus and cornucopia. SR-7876, RIC-153. Nice, lightly toned EF. $60+

*248* ---,--(2.53). Laureate bust right/Mars in military attire advancing right carrying spear and trophy. RIC-61, C-304. Gd VF. $60+

*249* ---,--. Laureate bust right/Alexander, in military attire, standing left, holding globe and spear. SR-7897, RIC-44. GVF $60+

*250* ---,--(3.04). Laureate bust right/Salus enthroned left, feeding snake arising from altar. SR-7925, RIC-178. Choice EF+, with a touch of toning. $60+

*251* ---,--. Laureate bust right/Spes advancing left, holding flower and lifting foot. SR-7927, RIC-254. EF
*252 JULIA MAEMA, mother of Severus Alexander. AR Denarius (2.81). Bust right/ Fecunditas seated left and extending right hand over child standing at her feet. SR-8208, RIC-332. Choice EF, a few light flan cracks. Very attractive. $60+

*253 MAXIMINUS I 235-238. AR Denarius (2.77). Laureate bust right/Providentia standing left holding rod and cornucopia, globe at feet. SR-8315, RIC-13. EF $75

*254 —AE Sestertius. Laureate bust right/Victory advancing right holding wreath and palm. SR-8339, RIC-67. Nice VF, bold portrait. $175+

*255 GORDIAN III. 238-244. AR Antoninianus (4.40). Radiate bust right/Jupiter standing and facing, head right, resting on scepter and holding thunderbolt. SR-8615, RIC-84. Choice EF/EF. $50

—3 coins. AR Antoninianus Providentia standing left holding globe and transverse scepter, AR Denarius Security seated left and Constantina Era Commemorative with Victory standing left on prow. 3 nice coins, the first EF/VF, the 2nd Choice EF/VF and the 3rd GVF. $75

*257 —AE Sestertius. Bust right with mustache/Laetitia stg l. hldg wreath and anchor. SR-8712, RIC-300a. Ch. EF. $450

*258 ——(17.65). Laureate bust right/ Laetitia stg r. hldg cornucopia, globe at feet. SR-8334, RIC-67. Nice VF, good portrait. $60+

*260 PHILIP I. 244-249. AR Antoninianus. Radiate bust right/Aequitas standing left holding scales and cornucopia. SR-8918, C-9. EF $40

*261 VOLUSIAN, son of Trebonianus. Gallus. 251-253. AR Antoninianus (3.12). Radiate bust right/Pax standing left holding olive-branch and scepter, star in field. SR-9758, RIC-179. EF. $160

—AR Antoninianus (4.70). Radiate bust right/Virtus standing right resting on spear and shield. SR-9776, RIC-206. EF $65

Please use our new address, as well as our new phone and fax numbers. Thanks

*262 GALLIENUS 253-268. Bi Antoninianus (4.41) of Milan. Radiate bust right/Salus standing left feeding snake arising from altar and holding scepter. SR-10352, RIC-397. EF, silvered. $50+

*263 POSTUMUS. 260-269. AR Antoninianus (3.42) of Cologne. Radiate bust right/ Moneta standing left, holding scales and cornucopia. SR-10962, RIC-75. VF+/F-VF. Nice portrait, weakly struck on reverse. The reverse indicates Postumus’ concern for his coinage. $40

*264 TETRICUS I. 271-274. Bi Antoninianus (2.33) of Cologne. Radiate bust right/Mars or Virtus standing left, resting on shield and spear. SR-11258, RIC-148. EF/aEF, as usual the flan is a bit ragged, but the portrait is outstanding! $60+

*265 TETRICUS II 274 AD. As Caesar under Tetricus I 273-274. Bi Antoninianus (2.57). Mainz or Trier mint. Radiate bust right/Spes advancing left, holding flower and lifting skirt. SR-11292, RIC-270. GD VF, reverse a bit off-center but obverse depicts a wonderful portrait. $60

*266 CLAUDIUS II GOTHICUS. 268-270. Pair of Bi Antoninianus. Both with radiate bust right. 1) (2.72). Jupiter standing and facing, head right, resting on scepter and holding thunderbolt. SR-11341, RIC-52. 2) (3.51) Mars, naked, advancing right, carrying spear and trophy, star in ex. P in ex. 2 coins, the first EF but on ragged flan, the 2nd EF/aVF and porous, struck at Milan. $50


*268 TACITUS 275-276. Bi Antoninianus (4.19) of Lyons. Radiate bust right/Felicity standing left, holding long caduceus and cornucopia. SR-11987, RIC-66. VF+/F-VF. Nice portrait, weakly struck on reverse. $60

*269 PROBUS. 276-282 Bi Antoninianus (4.00) of Antioch. Radiate bust right/Female figure right, holding wreath facing Probus left holding globe and scepter, H in field, XXI in ex. SR=12021, RIC-925. EF/VF $40

*270 DIOCLETIAN. 284-305. Bi Antoninianus (5.08) of Cyzicus. Radiate bust right/ DIOCLETIAN standing right, receiving Victory on globe from Jupiter standing left, A between them, XXI in ex. SR-3510, RIC-289. Well centered EF, with a goodly portion of silvery intact. $60


*272 MAXIMINUS II. 309-313. AE Follis (4.98) of Antioch. Laureate bust right/Jupiter standing left, cloak spread behind, right hand holding victory on globe, left a scepter. star to right, S to right, ANT in ex. RIC-6, 166B. Choice EF. This is a rare reverse which is seldom offered. $60+


*275 ——(2.09) of Antioch. Helmeted head of Constantinopolis left, wearing imperial mantle and holding scepter/Victory standing left, right foot on prow, holding scepter and leaning on shield, SMANI in ex. RIC-92. Choice brown EF $60+

*276 FAUSTA, daughter of Maximianus and wife of Constantine. AE Follis (2.96) of Cyzicus. Bust right/ Fausta standing facing, head left, holding two children, SMKZ in ex. SR-3905ff, RIC-7. 40. EF/VF, very nice coin.
CRISPUS 317-326. AE Follis (20 mm, 3.55) of London. Helmeted bust left/Altar inscribed VOT IS XX, 3 stars above, PLON in ex. SR-3916, RIC-7, 280. GVF-EF, nice dark patina. $60

ARCADIUS. 383-408. AE Follis (19 mm, 2.25) of Siscia. Bust right/Emperor advancing right, dragging captive in right hand and holding labarum in left, ASISC in ex. RIC-3, 38c. GVF $40

GROUP OF COINS. Hadrian AR Denarius Crescent moon with 7 stars; Diocletian AE Follis Moneta holding scales; Maxentius AE Follis Roma stag left with globe in temple of 6 columns and Crispus AE3 Camp Gate surmounted by 2 turrets. 4 decent coins, the first VF but a bit rough, the last three nice VF or better. $100

GROUP OF 4. Philip I AR Antoninianus Felicitas standing left VF; Trajan Decius Bi Antoninianus (heavy 5.46 grams!) Genius of the Army of Illyricum standing left F/VF; Postumus Bi Antoninianus Fides Militum standing left VF and Follis of Constantius I as Caesar with Genius standing left Fine. 4 coins $100+

BYZANTINE, MISCELLANEOUS ANCIENTS, EARLY ISLAMIC AND PRE-COLUMBIAN "PRIMITIVE" MONEY FROM THE HOWARD GIBBS COLLECTION

ANASTASIUS I. 491-518. AE Half Follis (7.90). Bust right/Large K, cross to left, Δ to right. VG/GF. Purchased from F. Knobilch in 1965. $40

JUSTINIAN I. 527-565. AE Follis (39.5 mm, 22.80 gr) of Constantinople. Facing bust/ Large M, Officina Δ, Year 12. SB-163. GF/F, rough fields. One of the largest Byzantine coins we have encountered. $40

HERACLIUS. 610-641. Gold Solidus (4.43) of Constantinople. Facing busts of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine each wearing a simple crown with cross at top/ Cross potent on 3 steps, CONOB below, pellet in field to right, Officina E. SB-739. EF/VF, exceptional obverse. Ex Davison's #7, $6,300+

---AR Hexagram or Double Millaresion (5.27). Heraclius and his son, seated and facing in double throne/Cross potent on globe above 3 steps, K in field to right. SB-798. Fine, but flat spot in on obverse at left. Scarce type. $100+?

LEO IV, THE KHAZAR. 775-780. AE Follis of Syracuse. Bust of Leo IV and Constantine VI facing/Facing busts of Leo III & Constantine V B-A to either side, large M below between X-N, MA below. SB-1586. aF. Scarce type $60+?

NICEPHORUS I. 802-811. AE Follis. Facing bust/Large M between XXX and NNN, cross above, A monogram below. SB-1606. Gd Fine, fields a bit rough. Rare type that is seldom offered. Purchased from Baldwin's 7/74. $100?

LEO V, THE ARMENIAN. 813-820. AE Follis. Facing busts of Leo V (on left) and his son Constantine/Large M between XXX and NNN, cross above, A monogram below. SB-1630. Choice VF, scarce as such. Leo’s coins from Constantinople are much scarcer than those from Syracuse. Nice than the one that sold for $90 in 37A $75+

THEOPHILUS. 828-844. AE Follis. Half length facing bust/Legend in 4 lines. SB-1167. Like the coins of Leo V, coins of Theophilos from Constantinople are much scarcer than those from Syracuse. F/VF. From S Rubinger in April of 1976. $60+


NICEPHORUS II. 963-969. AE Follis. Facing bust/Legend in 4 lines. SB-1782. F/F+, ragged edge. Another type that is seldom offered. 1st we’ve had in 12 years.$75

TREBIZOND EMPIRE. Manuel I. 1238-1263. AR Asper. St. Eugenius standing holding long cross/Manuel standing. SB-2601. VF, but small obv. flaw. $60

GROUP. Maurice Tiberius 582-602 AE Follis of Cyzicus Facing bust/Large M Officina A, year 9 SB-518 and two Anonymous Follis (attributed to Romanus III 1028-1034) each depicting a bust of Christ on the obverse and a cross and legend on the reverse SR-1823. 3 coins, the first nearly VF, the other two Fine $100

VANDALS, Semi-Autonomous. 480-533. AE 4 Nummi = 1/1000. Male head left/Mark of value, N above III. MEC-52, BMC-14, Hahn-20. VF, obv o.c.. $100

ARAB-BYZANTINE. Tiberias (Tabariya). 7th Century AD. AE Follis 28mm (4.54). Three standing figures/Large M, Officina C/Rare, especially so nice and so large. SNAT-281, Walker-43, Album-107. GVF. $575

ZENGIDS OF MOSUL. Saif al-Din Ghazi II. (1170-80). AE Dirham (10.94) of Mosul. AH 567 (1171/72). Facing male bust with two winged beings above/4 line legend. S/S-60.3, VF. This is lot 1282 from CNG Sale 38 and is from the Bill Spengler collection. $70+

---Badr al-Din Lu’Lu’. (1234-1259). AE Dirham (7.52) of Al-Mawsil. AH 631 (1233/34). Diademmed head left in dotted square/4 line legend. S/S-68, FVF and overstruck over S/S-67. This is lot 1320 from CNG Sale 38 and is from the Bill Spengler collection. $70+

PERU. Inca Period Before 1533. Gold Leaf Money. Rectangular Shape, c. 35 mm x 18mm, wafer thin with markings. Part of Lot #51 Howard Gibbs Collection #1 (sold by Hans Schultman) October 1970 and Superior June 1987 Lot #6440. Rare and Unusual. $100+

---Gold Leaf Money. c.16mm circle, wafer thin with markings. Part of Lot #51 Howard Gibbs Collection #1 (sold by Hans Schultman) October 1970 and Superior June 1987 Lot #6440. Rare and Unusual. $100+

---Gold Leaf Money. c 37 x 16mm in the shape of a fire, wafer thin. Part of Lot #51 Howard Gibbs Collection #1 (sold by Hans Schultman) October 1970 and Superior June 1987 Lot #6440. Rare and Unusual. $100+

---Gold Leaf Money. c 32 x 12mm in the shape of an axe, wafer thin... Part of Lot #51 Howard Gibbs Collection #1
NUMISMATIC LITERATURE


Berliner Howard M. The Coins and Banknotes of Palestine Under the British Mandate, 1927-1947 2001 HC New $45


Fontanille Jean-Philippe & Sheldon Lee Gosline The Coins of Pontius Pilate 2001 CC Warren Center New but some handling.


---Coins Reveal: The Samuel and Daniel M. Friedenberg Collection of Coins and Medals, The Jewish Museum Collection Handbooks, Volume I. 1983 Card Cover but in decent usable condition. I believe this is the first time I've offered this book. My own office copy is well used, falling apart but indispensable to me. If this lot doesn’t sell, I’ll probably put it in my library. $25+


Rawlings Gertrude B. Ancient, Medieval and Modern Coins and How to Know Them. 1966 1st American Edition. Hard Cover with dust jacket. Getting difficult to find. Slightly used, small tears in dust jacket. $20+

Rogers, Rev. E. A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins. 1914, London. 108 pages, 9 plates. Original 1st edition hardcover with modern dust cover to protect it. I believe that this is the first time we've offered a well preserved and nice first edition of this elusive and important work. We've had poor copies that were falling apart. This was “Bible” of Biblical numismatics until Reifenberg published his work in the early 1940’s. If one were grading this book on coin standards it would be nice VF $50+

Romanoff Paul Jewish Symbols on Ancient Jewish Coins. 1971 HC Reprint of 1944 edition. New York. New, dj a bit scuffed as are all we have seen $25


Vagi, David. Coinage and History Roman Empire. 1999. Outstanding and award winning two volume work by Vagi. As New. Volume I is signed by the author. $100


A GROUP OF BOOKS. Tenth Anniversary Edition of The Shekel, Special HC edition; A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins by Rogers, 1977 Durst reprint HC; Ancient Jewish Coins by A. Reifenberg 1969 5th edition HC; Israel's Money by Leo Kadman, both the first and 2nd edition, both cc; Israel's Money and Medals, ed. by Sylvia Haffner. 1979 Third edition HC; and 2nd edition loose-leaf HC; Banknotes and Coins of Israel: Catalogue CC by Bank of Israel Currency Department 1990 and Israel's 20 Year Catalog of Coins and Currency by Fred Bertram and
MODERN AND MEDIEVAL COINS, TOKENS AND MEDALS

327 A GROUP OF COINS AND MEDALS. Austria 25 Schilling 1969 Roseger, 1970 Lehar, 1973 Max Reinhardt and 1975 100 Schilling Strauss (PF); West Germany 5 Mark 1984 Mendelsohn and 10 Mark 1972 Olympics; East Germany 20 Mark 1971 Ernst Thalmann (2); Albrecht Durer Silver 36mm Proof medal; 1978 38 mm Silver UN Proof Medal; ND Silver 35mm Proof Medal of "Finkenstein Karnten" and Germany. WWI. 1916 41 mm Iron Patriotic Medal by Hosagus. 12 piece lot, all but 4 are silver. In album page $75

328 --- United States 1962 AE 76mm Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Medal awarded to EA Uehlinger, 1967 US Virgin Islands AE76 Semi-Centennial Medal, Italy 1992 Columbus Medal WM 50mm, Swiss 1969 Grutti Neumunster 49mm silvered medal, Ghana 1965 Penny, 3 d., Shilling, 2 Shilling and 10 Shilling (2). All 6 pieces Proof and designed by Paul Vincze. A bronze bar marked "Repentance", part of the Judaic Heritage "Chai" series and two booklets, Shakespeare in Medalllic Art, a record of Paul Vincze's Shakespeare Medals. 13 piece lot. $50?

329 A GROUP OF COINS. Austria 1796-F 20 Kreuzer VF, 1859-V 10 Kreuzer EF; Congo 1888/7 5A2 R&B unc; France 1869-A 5 Francs Toned F; Wurttemburg 1913-F 5 Mark VF; Germany 1905-A 10 Pfennig Unc; Switzerland 1887-B 5 Rappen F, 1881-B 10 Rappen EF-AU and 1912-B 5 Rappen UNC. 9 coins, all nice collectible grades. $125+

330 --- Canada 1937 Silver Dollar Light toned AU+; India 1862-B 1/4 Rupie Unc. Bikani State 1892 1 Rupee EF; Ireland 3 d. 1934 EF, 6 Pence 1934, Half Crown 1931 VF; Palestine 1927 2 Mils Fine; South Africa 1892 Penny Ch. R&B EF, 1894 Shilling F and 1947 5 Shilling EF. 10 decent coins. $150

331 ---Cuba 1953 25A2 VF; Ecuador 1944-Mo 2 Sucres Choice BU; Mexico 1780 1/2 Real VF, 1889-Mo 1A2 Nice R&B unc; Panama 1907 2 1/2A2 AU, 1904 5A2 VF, 1904 25A2 VF; Peru 1864 2A2 Nice EF, 1860 YB 1/2 Real Toned EF, 1889 TF 1 Sol Choice BU, 1916 1 Sol VF and Venezuela 1926 5 Bolivares EF.12 nice Latin American coins. $150+

332 ---England 1926 1/2 Crown Nice EF; Guernsey 1859 2 Doubles VF, 1858 8 Doubles EF; Netherlands 1/2A2 1885 VF, 1902 1A2, 1894 2 1/2A2 eEF; New Zealand 1942 Half Crown EF; Norway 1869 3 Skilling Fine; Sweden 2 Ore 1919 EF, 10 Ore 1904 Toned EF and 25 Ore 1907 EF. 11 coins$175+

333 ---Spain 1702 Charles III Pretender Coinage 2 Reales F, 1789 2 Reales Proclamation of Charles IV Silver 27mm Legend/Arms VF, 1808 8 Maravedis F, 1/2A2 1866-OM (4 pt star) EF, 1865 20A2 F; Papal States 1868-$ 10 Solidi EF; Italy 1863 M-NB 50A2 EF, 1893 Bi/10A2 EF and 1911 10A2 Choice R&B EF+. 9 coins $150+

334 A GROUP OF MEDALS. 1986 Coin World 27th Anniversary ANA convention Al. 39mm, 44mm 1986 Stature of Liberty Medal silver and gilt silver, Pope John XXIII Silverplated 50mm by Asser and 3 Russian 59mm bronze medals. 7 seldom seen medals. In album page. $75

335 ARMENIA. Levon I. 1198-1218. AR Tram (2.92). Levon seated, facing, on lion throne, left foot turned outward/Cross flanked by 2 lions, dot on shaft of cross. Nerc-288. Toned VF, ragged edge. $50


*338 ---Leopold II. 1790. Silver 20mm Jeton. Homage of Tirol to King Crowned lion/ Crown above/9 line legend. Mon-2194, Lang XIV/19379. BU. $100


*340 BELGIAN CONGO. 1937 5 Francs. KM-24, Y36. Unc. $100+

*341 --- "Elephant Crown". 1944. 50 Francs . Elephant with 1944 below. Struck at the Pretoria (So. Africa) mint KM-27, Dav-11, Y27. AU and one of the nicest we’ve had in many years. $120

*342 BERMUDA, Elizabeth II. 1977 3 Piece Boxed Mint Set. $25 silver and $50 and $100 Gold, all with ships on reverse. KM-MSA2 (contains KM 26-28). Very rare set, all 3 Nice BU although the large silver piece is somewhat cloudy. $400+

*343 BOLIVIA, Republic. 1863-PTS FP 8 Soles. KM-138.6, El-125. Lustrous EF+, although struck from soft dies. Still a very attractive coin. $60+

*344 ---,---1859-PTS F.J. 8 Soles. KM-138.3, El-113. GVF. $100+

*345 BOTSWANA. Republic. 1966. Gold 10 Thebe. Bust of President Seretse Khama/Arms. KM-2, Fr-1. BU. $250


*347 BRAZIL. Pedro II. 1889. 2000 Reis. Last year of type. KM-485, EL-84. Toned AU/Unc. $65


*349 CAMEROON, under France. 1925 50 Centimes. KM-1, Y1. BU, a very attractive brass coin. $120

*350 ---Central African States. 2003. 6000 CFA Francs. Scarce Bimetallic coins. President Paul Biya/Elephant, Map of

Please make sure that your bid sheet arrives on or before the closing date of 15 November 2007. You may mail, email, fax or phone your bids. Please use our new mailing address and/or new phone or fax numbers. Remember there are no buyer's fees in our sale!
359 361 ---,---1883 Peso. KM-142.1, Fr-1, KM-5. Nice EF $200+


355 CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC. Essai. 1978. 100 Francs. 1,900 minted. KM-E5, Gad-8. Ch. BU. $175+

356 CEYLON, George Steuart & Co. 1843 (1881) AE (19 mils) token Legends in Sinhalese & Tamil/2 woman at work. Coffee Token Prid-96, MNI-2246 Mostly red unc. According to Pridmore both of the Native scripts are wrong! $65


359 CHILE, Republic. 1851 2 Reales. KM-100.2. Nicely toned EF $50

360 ---1883 Peso. KM-142.1, El-130. Round top 3. Lustrous BU. $100


362 COLOMBIA. Republic of Nueva Granada. 1842-RS. 8 Reales of Bogota. REPUBLICA DE LA NUEVA GRANADA, date, condor with banner LIBERTAD Y ORDEN, cornucopia/VALE OCHO REALES BOGOTA outside of wreath & LEI OCHO DINEROS within wreath. E-27, KM-98, VF, sl. weak at centers as usual. $175


364 CRUSADERS, Achaea. Mathilde de Hainaut. 1316-1321. Glarentza mint. Bi Denier Tournois (65). Cross/Castle tournois, annulet to left, phoen below, another annulet at end of legend. CCS-32 (although the annulet is called a pellet), Metcalf-999-1002. Toned VF. Ex Alistair Lilburn collection. $100

365 ---Antioch. Tancred as Regent 1101-1103, 1104-1112. AE Follis (19mm, 3.16). Nimbate bust of St. Peter facing, holding scroll and long cross/KE(B)OH-( )HTO-AV- OCOV T-(A)NKPI in 5 lines. CCS-3b, Metcalf-99-1001. Toned VF. $190+

366 ---Bohemon III or IV. 1163-1201 or 1201-03. Bi Denier. Helmeted bust left, crowned or in bust left, star to right/Cross, crescent in 2nd angle. . F-VF. $50

367 ---Bohemon III or IV. 1163-1201 or 1201-03. Bi Denier. Helmeted bust left, crowned or in bust left, star to right/Cross, crescent in 2nd angle. . F-VF. $50

368 CUBA, Republic. 1915 Gold 20 Pesos. Fr-1, KM-21. Bust of Marti right. EF/AU a few typical bagmarks. $800+


370 ---1645. 2 Mark. Jehovah in Hebrew between Justus and Judex.. KM-137. aVF $175+


372 ---1623. 3 Skilling. Stg figure/Monogram. MM = Albert Dionis or Samuel Jachim of Marrano comm. of Hamburg. H-170. F-VF. $140


375 ---1255/5 (c. 1843) Gold 100 Qirsh. KM-235.1, Fr-215, Fr-5. Nice EF $350

376 ---Abdul Hamid II. 1293/12 (c. 1886) Gold 100 Qirsh. KM-297, Y-22, Fr-23. One year type. Choice lustrous AU $300

377 ---Fuad I, As Sultan. 1920-H. 2 Piastras. 1 year type. Scarce. KM-325, Y44. VF, very light scratch. $55


383 ---Henry VI 1422-61 (22-27) AR Half Groat of Calais HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, Crowned facing bust mm=cross/Long cross PATONCE POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM, VILLA CALIESIE S-1840, H62D-010 VF $125

384 ---Charles II. 1665 Pattern Farthing in silver. Bust of king left with curly long hair/ Britannia seated left. Peck-422. Toned VF, (KM lists two pattern Farthings in gold, but none in silver). This is similar to KM-Pn133. $200+

385 ---1660-1685, 3rd issue. AR 2 Pence (.99). Crowned bust left, II to right/Long cross over royal coat of arms. S-3326. Toned VF, some areas of flatness $50
---1755, 1786 and 1825 calendar medals, each about 38mm. F to VF. $50?


---E. Moses & Sons. 1855. Calendar Medal. WM 41mm. Calendar/13 line legend about the company. EF, slightly soiled with tiny hole at top. Moses and Sons were Jewish merchant tailors in London in the mid-19th century and issued a series of calendar medals and tokens during that time. Most have a portrait of the Duke of Wellington, this rare variety does not! $45+

---B. Hyam, Clothiers (1890’s?). Half Penny Token. Bust left, "B. Haym, 63 Lord St. Liverpool"/Manufacturing Clothiers, Half Penny Token Three garments. Todd-page 20. Brass 30mm. F-VF. Scarce. Haym was a Jewish Merchant. $40


---Elizabeth II. 1953. Coronation of Elizabeth II by Paul Vincze. Silver 58mm. Her crowned bust right, the facade of Westminster Abbey in the background/The Queen enthroned left, about to be crowned. Eimer-2085, JMM page 78. As made, but for tiny nick on chin. Very scarce. $125+

---1966 900th Anniversary of Coronation of William I by Paul Vincze. Silver 44mm Proof and 1991 Cayman Islands 42mm silver Proof depicting the Santa Maria ship and a view of the Islands and turtles. 2 nice Proof silver medals $50?

---1988? Silver 63mm. Defeat of the Spanish Armada. The Spanish fleet dispersed and wrecked "FLAVIT ET DISSIPATI SVNT (He blew and they were scattered) 1588" with Jehovah in Hebrew above in clouds/Arms, surrounded by "Royal Mint Centenary Medal". Almost 5 ounces of silver in this huge medal. The obverse is taken from the contemporary medal MIB-112. Unc. $75+


---1979 Gold 5000 Bilkwele. King Juan Carlos. BR-XM7, Fr-19 Ch Proof $100+

---1979 Gold 10,000 Bilkwele. Similar. BR-XM8, Fr-18 Choice Proof $185+

---ERITREA. Umberto I of Italy. 1896-R 2 Lire. KM-3, Y3. EF, lightly cleaned. The better date of a scarce 2 year type. $250


---EUROPA. European Economic Community. Group of 4 Crowns. 1979 Silver Ecu Bruce-X31, plus Gilt Bronze Ecus of 1979 and 1980 Bruce X33a, X36 and 1982 Bronze Ecu Br. X42. Four Proof-like coins. $75+?

---FRANCE. Counts of Angouleme, La Marche. 12-13th Centuries. AR denier (.73) Cross, in the name of Louis IV/3 annulets & crescent around small cross. SCMF-4361. Gd VF. $75

---Hainault. Jeanne de Constantinople. 1205-1244. Petit Denier of Vaucelles. Monogram or more likely a Ganplank/Cross w. lozenges. Low Country type. SCMF-7505. VF. $70

---Lorraine, Francois I. 1544-45. AR Sword Dinar or 1/4 Plaque. Nancy mint. Arms/ Sword. SCMF-9441. VF. $45


---Louix XIV 1702-K (Bordeaux) Ecu with insignia struck over 1694 Eight L’s type Dav-1316, Sobin Type 11. VF/EF. The under coin is very visible underneath the obverse and visible under the inscription of the reverse. Rare and seldom offered. Ex lot 647 North American Rare Coin Auctions, November 1985. $400+?

---1846. Eugene Sue. AE 46mm by Emile Rogat. His bust left/Winged statue in front of building surrounded by mountains, more statues & clouds. Choice EF, marked Cuivere on edge. Sue was a French novelist of the first part of the 19th century. Two of his best known works were The Mysteries of Paris and The Wandering Jew. $50

---2nd Republic. 1850-BB. 5 Francs. Last date of short type. KM-761.2, Y6. EF, cleaned, rim nick $75

---Napoleon III. 1857-A Gold 50 Francs. Fr-571, KM-785.1. Bare head type. AU, with rim bruise at about 8 o’clock on obverse. $450

---3rd Republic. 1878-K (Bordeaux) 5 Francs. KM-820.2, Y52, Dav-92. Toned VF $100

---1895-A. 50 Centimes . KM-834.1, Y48. Unc.. $45


---GERMAN EAST AFRICA. Wilhelm II of Prussia. 1899 1/4 Rupee. KM-3, Y2. Choice toned AU. A barely noticeable light scratch disturbs the toning only. $135

---1913-J (Hamburg) 1 Rupie. KM-10, Y-13. Choice lustrous Au-Unc $100
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>---Baden, Grand Duke Friedrich I. 1876-G Gold 10 Mark. KM-264, Fr-3756. VF-EF $175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>---,---,---1901-G (KARLSRUHE). 2 Mark. KM-269, Y12a. VF. $75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>---Beeskow. 1621. Kipper Pfennig. Arms of Biberstein (stag antler) &amp; Strele (3 sycy blades) 1621 above, B below/Uniface. Scarce, only coin issued by this town. KM-1, Barfeldt-713. VF, grainy. $120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>---,---Free City. 1904-J 2 Mark 1 year type KM-250. AU-Unc, a few niks $110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>---Breslau (City). Sigismund, ND(1419-1458), AR Heller. Head of St. John slightly to the left/Lion rampant. Saurma-67. Nice VF. Scarce little coin $75+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>---Emden, Free City. ND (1619-37). Gulden of 28 Stubers. FLOR. ARGENT. CU/IT EMP around crowned arms of (28) below//Ferdinando II ROM IMP SEM AVGV around double headed eagle with 28 on breast. Dav-507, KM-10. VF. Very nice for issue. $125+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>---Mansfeld-Bornstedt. Franz Maxmillian &amp; Heinz Franz. 1672 AVB. 1/3 Taler (1/12 Thaler). St. George slaying the dragon/Arms divide date &amp; mm initials. KM-125. F/VF. $85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>---,---Wilhelm II Gold 20 Mark. 1913-A. Fr-3833, KM-537. EF $180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>---,---1898, 35mm Silver Gedenkthaler. Busts of Royal couple/Cross in Jerusalem. Struck during their visit to Palestine in 1898. Toned EF, some niks. $90+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>---Saxon, Ernest with Dukes Albrecht &amp; Wilhelm III (14)75. AR Spitzgroschen of Leipzig (1.60) . Shield of Duke of Saxony w. 6 ptd star at start of legend E W A D G DVCS SX TV L HA HS/Shield in trefoil w. 6 ptd star (Leipzig mm) GROSSVS NOVVS MARCH HS &amp; T (75). Lev-I-148, Fr-162. VF, slight crease &amp; scratch. $125+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437</td>
<td>---Christian II, Johann Georg &amp; August. 1593 Taler 3 facing 1/2 figures with divided date above/Helmeted arms, HB at upper right. Dav-9280. VF, possible mount removed, if so it was done very expertly. $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>438</td>
<td>---,---Friedrich August. 1792/1. 2 Groschen = 1/12 Thaler. Clear overdate, one year type. KM-1031. EF. $50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>---Friedrich August II. 1842-G 1/6 Taler = 5 New Groschen. Busht right/Arms. KM-1161, Cr-228. Ch. Toned Unc. $85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>---,---1000th Anniversary of Meissen. 1929-E 3 Mark. KM-65. Choice toned Unc. $100+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443</td>
<td>---Federal Republic. 2005-2006 (Hamburg) Albert Einstein 10 Euros. KM-238. Proof. This commemorates the 100th anniversary of his Theory of Relativity. $20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>---GUATEMALA, Ferdinand VII of Spain. 1819 NG-M 8 Reales. KM-69, EL-80. Attractive toned VF/EF. $120+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 451     | ---Franz Lehár by Hans Schaefer. AE 50 x 30mm Uniface plaque. Bust of Opera composer right above score and legend. Lehär was best known for the opera The Merry Widow and this medal commemorates the opening of this
famous work. Niggl-1057. EF

IRAQ. Faisal II. 1953. 100 Fils. KM-115. BU.

*454 IRELAND. 50th Anniversary of Easter Rising. 1966 Silver 38mm by Paul Vincze. Bust right, “Padraig H. Pearse” above, 1879-1916 below, shamrocks to either side/A male and a female figure with flags on either side of a pledge. “We pledge our lives and the lives of our comrades-in-arms to the cause of its freedom of its welfare and its exaltation among the nations”. Eimer-2199b. Unc, but lightly cleaned. A scarce Vincze medal that we’ve never offered. $40+?

Also see Lot 569 for another Irish related coin.

*455 ISLE OF FRANCE &. BOURBON. 1781-A. 3 Sous. 1 year type. KM has pictures switched. Traces of undercoin and original silvering visible. C-2a, KM-2. Fine, slight mint clip. $60

*456 ISRAEL. 1948 / 5708. 25 Mills. P-1, KM-8. BU. Israel’s first coin and the only coin dated in her first year. Among the nicest we’ve seen. $600+

*457 —Utrecht Die. 5714 (1954). 100 Pruta. Scarce variety with wreath away from rim, reduced size. As struck! The nicest we’ve seen (perhaps the finest known), thus very rare. KM-19, P23. BU, hint of toning. $2000

*458 —1949 250 Pruta without pearl. PROOF. KM-15, P-24. Unlisted by either Krause or Haffner in Proof, but this is without doubt a true Proof strike. Probably struck at the MBL (Heaton) mint in Birmingham. The majority of the Proofs of the 1949 issues exhibit only some of the qualities of Proof coins. The only 250 Pruta without pearl we can recall seeing. Choice to Gem Proof and very rare... A few years ago we sold a run of Israel Proof trade coins which included a 250 Pruta with pearl, but not one without pearl. This is the only piece that we have seen. $750+


—1948-1967. Collection of Prutahs (29 coins) and Agorots (54) plus a “1949 Israel Mint Set 1 Prutah in Proof” in manila envelope, which isn’t a Mint set, (nor is the 1 Prutah a Proof). The Prutah coins include all but the 100 Prutah Utrecht coin. Most are unc, a couple of exceptions being the 1948 25 Mills in nice VF and a 10 Pruta with near Pearl (rare) in VF also. The agorot coins include most major varieties with the exception of the 1960 1 Agora LD and the large animals 1963 1 Lira type. Most are unc except the 1964 5 Agorot. A neat lot containing a number of rare varieties. Sold as is, no returns. $250+


—1988 Tunisian Lamp 1 Sheqel BU and 2 Sheqalim Proof. KM-191/192, HS-23/23a. $35+

—1989 Persian Lamp 1 Sheqel BU and 2 Sheqalim Proof. KM-205/206, HS-24/24A. 2 very nice coins $40+


—1991-1993. Judaica Coins, complete set of 3 BU 1 Sheqel coins, Kiddish Cup, Shabbat Candles and Havdalah Spice Box. KM-232, 238 and 250, HS-26, 27, 28. $45


—1998 50th Anniversary 1 Sheqel Silver BU KM-310 in special cache and cover with 50 Sheqalim Commorative note P43c. Also in this lot is the 1963 18 piece Set in very well used holder (but contains 1949 250 and 500 Prutah in silver) and PNC cache with a 70 mm Jerusalem Reunited Medal, a 5 Lira 1973 banknote and a 1997 FDC coin. $75+?

—1977 5 Piece Pidyon Haben Set in blue vinyl case. PHB sets in cases are becoming difficult to find. $50


—Golda Meir. 1995. 5 Euros. Her portrait facing half right, with Menorah and globe, her name in English and Hebrew/Denomination, date, flags, legend. Bruce-X19 (similar). Ch. BU. Bruce lists X19 as a 50 Euro, This is a copper-nickel coin. $20+

—Group of Coins. Lion and Pomegranate, Binding of Isaac, Dutch Lamp Pf, French Lamp Pf, Knesset Pf, Damascus Lamp Pf, Egyptian Lamp, Jerusalem Lamp Pf, Russian Lamp Pf, Syrian Lamp Pf, Promised Land, Loyalty Pf, Motherhood Pf, Brotherhood Pf and Life Pf. 15 Israel Commemoratives, 13 silver. BU where not marked Pf, a few scarcer ones included. $100

—,—1965-2000. 43 different official sets including mint sets, piefott sets and Hanukkah sets. Many of the late sets are scarce. Sold as is, no returns. $150+

—,—1968 Jerusalem, 1995 Bonds, 1959 Exiles BU, 1996 Miriam & the Women, 1995 Israel-Jordan Peace and 1975 PHB. Also 6 State of Israel Bronze medals Ingathering of Exiles, Graduation, Temple Tunnel Ofeq Satellite, Tomb of Rachel and Happy Children by Chaim Gross. 6 silver coins, all proof but where noted and 6 bronze medals, the last 70mm, the others 59mm. $100+


Bethlehem, Shema Israel and 35mm Herzl medal. 12 pieces, all silver except possibly the last. $125+

---,--4 better sets. MS-36 1993 Jerusalem Priefet Set; MS-36b Jewish Leaders set; MS-37 1994 Environmental Priefet Set and MS-41 1998 50th Anniversary Priefet Set. Our retail on these scarce sets is $83+ $60+


*482 — Milan. Gian Galeazzo Vicsonti. 1395-1402. AR Grosso or Pegione (2.51) . Ornate Cross within quadrilobe/St. Ambrose seated facing, holding flagellum & crozier. Bi-1477, Crippa-7. VF. $125+


*484 — Vatican City. Pius XI. 1929, Anno VIII. Gold 100 Lire. Y9, Fr-283. Nice Unc., some reddish toning.$400+

--- Venice. 1848 5 Lire. Revolutionary issue. Cr-186, Dav-207. VF $125

--- Christopher Colombus. 1846 AE57 by Giuseppe Girometti. Bust of Columbus right/Legend. VF, nicks, spots. One of a series of medals that Girometti did on Italian scientists. $40+

--- Republic. 1954. 10 Lire. KM-93, BU. $60

L’ Antico Testamento di Monti (The Old Testament by Monti). 24 44mm Silver Medals each depicting a famous event from the Old Testament from The Creation to Queen Esther. In album of issue. Each medal contains over 1.63 ounces of pure silver (they are sterling). Lot 481 from sale 27C , the only one we’ve offered. $500

*488 IVORY COAST. Republic. 1966 Gold 100 Francs. KM-5, Fr-1, Y5. Bust of President Felix Houphouet Boigny. $775


---,--1966 Gold 500 Shillings. KM-9, Y-C1, Fr-1. Mountain. Struck for the 75th birthday of President Jomo Kenyatta. Proof, slightly cloudy on reverse. $900


LITHUANIA. Sigismund III of Poland. 1627. 1 Groschen . Crowned bust right/Vytis on horseback left. Gum-325, KM-32. VF/F. $45

--- Riga. Under Sigismund III of Poland. 1590 3 Groschen. Bust right/ Denomination, date, legend GE at bottom. Gum-1450. aVF $45+

LUXEMBOURG. Charlotte. 1946. 100 Francs. 600th Anniversary John the Blind/. KM-49, D-218. Ch. BU. $50

MALTA. Alof de Wignacourt. (1601-22). Lion Dollar (26.85 ). Fleur de lis in shield countermarked on Holland Lion Dollar (1575-98). Host coin is Del-831, Dav-838, Rare. Fine. $650

MEXICO. Carlos & Johanna. 1506-1516. AR 2 Reales (6.50). Crowned coat of arms, M to left, L to right/Crowned pillars set on waves, 2 pelletas between them. Struck in Mexico City. Vogt-12. aVF/F, porous. $75+

--- Philip IV (1621-65). MoP struck (1634 or later) AR 4 Reales (13.49). Crowned Arms, mintmark and Assayer to left/Cross, lions and castles. Devices nice, no legend. KM-8, Sedwick M19. Gd F for type. The name of assayer is unknown. $225

--- Charles III of Spain. 1808 Mo TH. 8 Reales. Armoured bust right CAROLUS IIII DEI GRATIA 1808/HISPAN ET IND EX REX MO 8 R TH crowned bust of arms dividing pillars. DI-134, KM-109-C-81. GVF. $90

--- Ferdinand VII. 1809 Mo-TH. 1/2 Real. Bust right/Pillars. Once cleaned. KM-73. AU. $100

---,--1811 Mo HJ. 8 Reales. Imaginary bust/Arms. KM-110, EL-143. AU. $200

---,--Augustin Iturbide. 1822. Silver Proclamation. Eagle on Cactus/7 line legend. Grove-54. VF. $350+

--- Republic. 1851 Mo-GC. Half Real. Weakly struck on eagle’s breast, but choice semi-proof-like. KM-370.9. Unc. $60

---,--1875 Go FR. 8 Reales of Guanajuato. KM-377-8, EL-596. Ch.-Gem BU. $140

--- Empire of Maximilian. 1866-Mo 50 Centavos. KM-387. Toned EF, lightly polished. $150+

--- Republic. 1894 Gold 1 Peso. 1894 MoM. KM-410.5, Fr-157. EF $75+


NEPAL. Bhatgaon, Ranajit Malla. NS 842 (1722). AR Mohar. Similar to KM-71, but dated 842. KM-71v, Walsh 55,4. Gd Fine. $150

--- Katmandu, Jaya Prakash Malla. NS873 (1753). AR Mohar. Buddhist symbols around frame, date & legend around/Small triangle, dot inside, 8 characters around. KM-261, MNIS-2289. Toned AU. $90

--- NETHERLANDS. Gelderland, Karel van Egmond. 1492-1538. Gold florin. Knight on horse right/Cross. Fr-68. VF, tiny solder spot on reverse. $400+
NOTES

---1639. Lion Dollar of 48 Stuivers. Standing knight/Lion. Some flan flaws by knight’s head. D-4849, KM-15.2, Del-825. VF for type. $125

---,---1878. 1 Ore. Better date. KM-352, Y19. Gd EF. $50

---,---1880. 1/4 Piastre (2.47). “B & C”/1/4”. Very rare this nice. Haffner JTM CC-14B. Nice EF. The nicest B&C token we can recall offering. $600+

---(1885). 1/4 Piastre token. Haffner CC-17c. Choice EF. A very rare denomination for this settlement. We have not offered one for sale by auction in many years (at least 12 and perhaps many more that that). $1000+

---,---1 Mil 1937. Y1, KM-1. Mostly red unc, with a few minor spots. A very rare coin in this grade! $200

---,---1 Mil 1940. Y1, KM-1. Au-Unc, mostly brown with touches of red $100

---,---1 Mil 1941. Y1, KM-1 Choice Mostly red unc. Ex Meshorer collection $25

---,---2 Mil 1927. Y2, KM-2. Choice BU, almost fully red! $40

---,---2 Mil 1942. Y2, KM-2. Choice R&B Unc. $30

---,---2 Mil 1945. KM-2. Mostly Red Unc. $100

---,---5 Mil 1946. Y2, KM-2. R&B EF-AU. Key date $60

---,---5 Mil 1942. Y3a, KM-3a. Choice Red and brown Unc. $50

---,---10 Mil 1933. Scarce date, rare this nice. KM-4, Y4. AU. $150

---,---10 Mil 1937. Y4, KM-4. Choice. $4. $150


---,---20 Mil 1933. Y5, KM-5. Lightly toned AU. A super coin. $225+

---,---20 Mil 1934. Key date. KM-5, Y5. VF. $75

---,---50 Mil 1931. Y6, KM-6. EF. Key date. $175+

---,---50 Mil 1935. Y6, KM-6. Choice BU $40+

---,---50 Mil 1939. Y6, KM-6. Choice BU $30

---,---100 Mil 1934. Y7, KM-7. VF-EF. Key date. $200

---,---Another, but much nicer. 100 Mil 1934. KM-7, Y-7. Choice Au-Unc. A rare date in high grade. Lightly toned and lustrous. $400+?

---,---1927-1946. Complete set of 59 coins, in US made Dansco Album. Most coins are VF or better, although a few of the silver coins are only Fine, others are EF. A very nice set, but as usual a few coins slipping between the pages. $1350+

---,---1948. AE35mm medal. Showing map of Palestine (in shape of blade), with 1948 to left and Filastin to right (both in Arabic) with enameled green wreath around crossed swords above, church with cross atop and crescent above, all with red ribbon with two black stripes attached. Presumably issued by Syria, we offered one in our Auction 33C (May 2003) and it sold for $55. $40+

---,---1781 Lima. 8 Reales. KM-78, El-39. EF. $175

---,---1885 1/2 Dinero of Cuzco. KM-189a. “S” in wreath on obverse. Fine, a few die breaks on obverse. Rare and seldom offered. $200?

---,---1993 30,000 Zlotych. KM-245 Proof. Struck for the 50th Anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. $30


---,---1939. 250 Lei. 1st year of two year type. KM-57, Y64. BU, A few bagnmarks. $50

---,---1903 Gold 5 Rubles. Y62, Fr-180 . Unc. $125

---,---1899 Gold 10 Rubles. Y64, Fr-179. EF-AU $225

---,---another, but VF and harshly cleaned $175

---,---1931. 20 Lire.. K-11, Y32, D-303. BU. $225

---,---1879-A. Gold 20 Dinara. KM-14, Fr-3. EF/AU. $350

---,---1882-V. Gold 10 Dinara. KM-16, Fr-5. VF-EF $150+

---,---1882-V. Gold 20 Dinara. KM-17, Fr-4. Au-Unc. $300

---,---1479-1504. AR 2 Reales (6.52) of Seville. Crowned royal coat of arms, S to left, II to right/Yoke and bundle of 6 arrows. C&C-2635. AVF, bit porous. $150

---,---AR 4 Reales of Seville. Bundle of Arrows/Arms. A few flat spots, but well above average! Choice VF+. $700
**552** ---Philip V. 1708-Y. 2 Reales of Segovia. Rare one year type with crowned PV monogram on reverse. KM-275. Choice VF+. $240

**553** ---,---,1718 SM. 8 Reales . Crowned Spanish shield, PHILLIPVS V DEI GRAI/Arms of Castile & Leon, HISPANIARVM REX 1718. KM-10, Dav-1696. VF, but holed. $250+

**554** ---Alfonso XII. 1878-DEM Gold 25 Pesetas. KM-673, Fr-342. Nice AU. $200

**555** SPANISH NETHERLANDS. Brabant, Philip IV. 1658. Ducaton of Brussels (32.26). Bust right in ruffled collar, head mintmark divides date/Arms. Usual crude strike with flatness in spots. Coins from Brussels are much scarcer than those of Antwerp. Dav-4454, GG 327-3, KM-72. Crude F-VF. $175


**557** STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, Victoria. 1876-H 5 Cents. KM-10, Y13. aF/Gd Fine. Key date and lowest mintage of the entire type. $500+


**559** 80th birthday of Sobhuza II. 1979. Gold 1 Lihlægeni. Bust/Arms. 1,250 minted. KM-29.1, Fr-10. BU. $390

**560** SWEDEN. Charles XI. 1686 1 Ore of Avesta. KM-264b, SM-355. Nice VF for this huge copper coin, small flaw on reverse. $100+

**561** ---Carl XIV Johan. 1835-CB. AR 1/16 Riksdaler. KM-644. Ch. Toned UNC. $110

**562** SWITZERLAND. Basel. 1623 Taler Baselik/Eagle. D-4604 K-79.2. VF $250

**563** Confederation. 1914-P Gold 20 Francs. KM-35.1, Fr-499. BU, a few tiny rim nicks. $150+

**564** ---,---Battle of Laupen. 1939-B. 5 Francs. KM-41, Y49. EF-AU. $225+


**566** TURKEY (Ottoman Empire) 100+ Paras, Akces, Egyptian Medini etc. Some are dated and attributed, others aren’t. A great lot for the specialist. Should easily be worth our low estimate. Sold as is, no returns. $200+

---,---Akces. 16 coins. Brockages, double strikes, etc. Another neat lot for the Ottoman specialist. $100+

**568** ---Republic. 1923/44 Gold 50 Kurush. KM-853, Fr-102. Proof-like BU. $100+

**569** UNITED STATES, William Wood’s Hibernia coinage. 1724 Halfpenny with stop after date. Breen-166, S-6601, VG-F, a few minor obv. flaws. Scarc. $100

---,---Republic. 1885 “V” Liberty Nickel. 5 Cents. Y-14a. Good. Low grade but extremely rare date. $500

**570** ---,---Liberty Head. 1890-S. Gold Double eagle ($20). Motto above eagle, “Twenty Dollars” spelled out. Y25b, Fr-178. EF, some usual bagmarks $700+

**571** ---,---WWI “Love Token” on French 5 Franc of 1831-B. Sgt. BEN KOFERTS. 3081062. U.S. ARMY. LEFT. U.S. 4 Museum, Berkeley CA. $50+

---,---,---As of above but 60 Sterling Silver Proof Medals (each 41.2 grams), Almost 80 ozs. of sterling silver. In album of issue. Unfortunately the medals are better produced than the album and the album is falling apart with some of the medals falling out. $750+


---,---,---1978 countermark on 1924 Unc Peace Dollar. Struck for the Camp David Agreements. The countermark consists of a Peace symbol, Carter, Begin, Sadat, symbols of the 3 countries and “Camp David Peace Summit Sept 5-17, 1978.” Rare, only 978 pieces struck. See The Shekel Vol XI, #6, page 24. The first I can recall offering since the spring of 2000! $60+

**575** ---,---1992. Christopher Columbus Quincentennial. Silver 57mm by Paul Vincze. Bust of Columbus 1/2 right in circle, legends above and below/Columbus meeting Indians in “New World”. Toned EF. Struck for the Magnes Museum, Berkeley CA. $50+

---,---,---A group of Medals. 4 silver American Revolutionary Bicentennial medals: John Adams, Sam Adams & Patrick Henry; Thomas Jefferson and Paul Revere; George Washington AE 38, George Washington AE 34, 2 different Revolutionary War 38mm CN restrikes, Silver 38mm 200th Anniversary of US Constitution, Denver Colo, AE Bordello token Fantasy, Curacao 1944 2 1/2 Gulden and 34 mm silver German medals for 75th Anniversary of “Jungfrau Bahn” (Young Women’s Train?). 12 items, 7 of which are silver $1000

**581** YUGOSLAVIA. Alexander I. 1931 Gold Dukat. KM-12.1, Fr-5. Small letter variety with sword countermark on obverse. Choice BU $200
**AFGHANISTAN.** P-15 2 Afghanis. SH1315 (1936). Unc. $50

---P-16B 5 Afghanis. ND. Green. VF, trace of glue remnants on back. $40?

---P-34a 100 Afghanis. SH 1327 (1948) Nice AU $45

---P-72 1000 Afghanis. SH1381 (2002). Nice Unc. $45

**ALGERIA.** Bone. Chamber of Commerce Issue. 4 different 50A2 notes, 2 different 1 Franc issues. J. P-1, 3, 4, 6, 8 & 9. 6 notes, the first 3 EF-AU, the fourth EF, the last two VG. All with hinge remnants. All different, some scarce. $75+

---Bougie, Setif. Chamber of Commerce Issues. 50A2 and 1 Franc. 17 April 1915. J/ P? 1 & 2. The first EF, the 2nd Unc., both with hinge marks. $25

---Constantine. Chamber of Commerce Issues. 50A2, 1 Franc, .05 France and .10 Franc. The first two 1 May 1915 Series B, the last two ND blue and red “tickets”. JP 1, 2, 38 & 39. The first two unc., but for hinge remnants, the 3rd Fine, hinged and soiled, the last EF, but hinged and reverse damage. 4 notes. $50

------JP-6, 50 Centimes. 7 November 1916. SPECEMEN. Unc., but for hinge marks. $50

---Oran. Chamber of Commerce Issues. 50A2 (Au-Unc), 1 (VF) and 2 Francs (Unc). JP-2, 3 and 4. The 50A2 dated 10 Nov. 1915, the other two 12 May 1915. Plus .05 & .10 Fr ND tan and orange “Tickets”. EF-AU. All 5 hinged, the 2 Franc scarce. $75+

---Philippville. Chamber of Commerce Issue. JP-3 and 4. 50A2 and 1 Franc. 10 November 1914. Both Unc, with hinge remnants. $30

**AUSTRIA.** International Refugee Organization. 1 Unit green, 5 Units Red, 10 Units Blue. Camp-7360-7362, Feller AS-1680-1682, SB-182-184. VF-EF. The International Refugee Organization used these notes when they took over the Refugee camps from the United Nations. While we have had individual notes in the past 10 years, it’s been quite awhile since we’ve offered a complete set! $900+

**EGYPT.** Lottery Ticket. 1914. Issued by the Armenian Society of Cairo, which had been approved by the government in 1909. 1 Piastre blue on thin beige paper, In Arabic, French and Armenian. Handstamped on both sides. VG-F, some holes at folds. $40

------1936. Issued by the International Society for Urgent Medical Aid in Alexandria. 1 Piastre, red on tan paper. In Arabic, Italian and Greek. VF-EF. $50

------1936. Egyptian Charity Society, 1 Piastres. Pink on tan. In Arabic and French. VF-EF $50

------1936. For the Benefit of the Moslem community. 1 Piastres. Pink on tan. In Arabic and French. VF $45

**CZECHOSLOVAKIA.** Holleischen (Holysov). A forced labor sub-camp of Flossenbuerg located near Prague. 16 chits, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 40, & 50 rpf and 1 and 2 Reichsmarks. C-4081-4106, PS 102-117, F/F CZ 190-205,16 unc chits missing only 5 RM $200?

------Theresienstadt. 1-100 Kronen. Complete set of 7 notes. C 4111-4117, F/F CZ 650-656. Au-Unc. $100+

**FRANCE.** 1943 WWII “Collection Sheet” of Food stamps. From a grocer in Lille, 59 “stamps” on both sides of the sheet. The stamps were from Ration Card books issued by the Nazis to the general population (Northern Department of Food). VF. Stamps are marked VIN $45

------Similar but 130+ stamps of a different series as the stamps are marked DF and Mar, 46 above and J3 or M below. VF+. $45

**GERMANY.** Konversionkasse. P199. 5 Reichsmark. 1933. Series B. Konversionkasse. 1st series. Au-Unc, but...
with usual pinholes. $50+

*612 ---,--P-207. 5 Reichsmark. 1934, Series E. Unc. Without pinholes, thus rare. $65
*613 ---,--P-211 50 Reichsmark 1934. Series C. Choice Au-Unc, a couple of usual pinholes. An unusually nice note, which other than the pinholes has seen no wear. We haven't offered a Series C since 1999! $150+?
*614 ---Buchenwald Concentration Camp. 50 Reichsmark, “M” of “RM” with vertical legs. C-3951a, Feller GE-140a. Nice VF. According to our records, the .50 RM note with a vertical M is encountered with far less frequency than the similar note with slanted M. $150?

*615 ---,--As above, but “M” of “RM” with slanted legs. C-3951b, Feller GE-140b. Choice Au-Unc. The two bottom corners are not quite at a right angle which is the only blemish keeping this from being a true unc. $200+?

*616 ---,--2 Reichsmark. Straight legged M. C-3953a, F/F GE-142a. Unc. Rare so nice. I can't recall offering this note in this grade. In our sale 35D we sold an EF for $180. $275?

*617 ---,--As above but M with slanted legs. C-3953b, F/F GE-142b. Choice Au-Unc. The last I can recall having in this condition sold for $180 9 years ago!. $275?

*618 ---,--3 Reichsmark, Vertical “M” in “RM”. C-3954a, GE-143a. F-VF, with small tape repairs on left edge and a few small thinning spots and tears. This is the scantest of all Buchenwald denominations and looks nicer than it sounds. $100+?

*619 ---,--As above but much nicer. Choice Unc. The rarest denomination, in the highest grade! $375+

*620 ---,--As above but slanted “M” in “RM”. C-3954b, GE-143b. Unc. The rarest denomination, in the highest grade and a companion to the above lot. $375+.

*621 ---Flossenburg Concentration Camp. C-3972b (2), PS-87a, F/F GE-188b. 1 Reichsmark in blue with wide A. Type 2. VF-EF, a couple of light stains on back, otherwise would be EF. Rare.$450+

*622 ---Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp. C-4061a(1), P/S-158, F/F GE-290. .50 Mark. White or tan, Type 1 star (6 pointed). Prisoner's name and number on face, printer's name Italic. Fine and very rare. $450+

Please use our new address, as well as our new phone and fax numbers. Thanks

*623 ---German Army Gutschein. 1944 Good for 1/5 Cubic Meter of Firewood. Valid in the Occupied Territories in the East (Red Cross) and Ukraine. Large red “W” in center, for use by Wermacht Troops. With serial number and marked places to be punched after being used. This punched at bottom left corner. Russian and Ukrainian text on back suggests that it may have been meant to be supplied to local collaborators or to local civil institutions who participated in the German war effort. EF. and rare. A similar piece sold for $150 in our Sale #35B $140

*624 ---Oflag VII-A. WWII POW camp. Set of 6 notes: 1 Fenig-5 Mark. Complete set. C-3811-3816, SB page 483. Camp was located near Murnau in southern Germany. VF to Unc, all but one EF or better. All have “M. Kalwaski” handstamped on back of the note and all but the two mark have “Jan Z. K. Berek” handstamped above that. 6 notes, the last two especially scarce. $300+

*625 ---Wermacht notes.. “Clearing Notes for German Armed Forces”. (MPC for German troops). 2nd issue 15 September 1944. P-M38-40. 1, 5 and 10 Reichsmark. All Au-Unc $35+

*626 ---WWII Bread Ration Card (Reichsbrotkarte) for Jews. Good 28 June to 25 July 1943 in Munich. Orange with black print and overprinted many times in blue “JUDE”. There are 13 chits for 500 grams of bread and 22 for 50 grams of bread. Unused (and probably unissued) with right edge tear. 12 of the chits are overprinted Invalid, and 11 others are marked JUDE. Interesting item $50+

*627 ---,--Fat Ration Card. Good 6 March 1944 to 2 April 1944 in Munich. Tan with black print and overprinted many times in red “JUDE”. Similar in design to the above card. Most chits are for Margarine, some for butter, almost all are stamped Jude, a few marked invalid and the card itself is marked “Ungultig” (Invalid) and “JUDE”. Unused, small tear at top $50+

*628 ---,--Good 3 April 1944 to 30 April 1944 in Munich. Tan with black print and overprinted many times in red “JUDE”. Similar in design to the above card, but a few of the chits are not overstamped. $50+

*629 ---WWII German Occupied Territories. Reich's Credit Treasury Notes. ND (1940-45). Set of 6 notes, 50 Pfennig, 1, 2, 5, 20 and 50 Reichsmark. P-R135, 136b, 137a, 138a, 139 and 140. All Au-Unc. A nice group of high grade notes $75+

*630 ---Group of WWII related issues. P-185 20 Reichsmark Unc; Kreigswinterhilfswerk S/B-363a 5 Mark EF. Occupation of the Baltics 500 grams ration for sugar VF and 1 Ruble Port Kunda, Estonia note S/B-1101 Fine. 4 decent and uncommon notes. $100+

*631 ---1) German occupied Lithuania “delivery card” issued to farmers detailing the amount of their product that must be delivered to the State; 2) Germany Occupied Baltics Premium Ration Sheet allowing bearer to acquire rationed items; 3) Germany Early Winterhilfswerk coupon for 1/2 Reichsmark. These early coupons are rare and worked like the US food stamp program and 4) German occupied Holland Petrol Ration for 30 liters with handwritten English translation included. 4 uncommon items. $150?

NOTE: LOTS 632-659 HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN
NOTE: LOTS 632-659 HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

*660 **ISRAEL** P6 50 Mils Blue Carpet Note. **Color Trial, signed by designer Otto Wallish.** The “note” is printed on white-tan extra large paper. Rare. This is not the issued color. $2750+

*661 ---P6 50 Mils brown Carpet Note. **Color Trial, signed by designer Otto Wallish.** printed on white-tan extra large paper. Rare. This is not the issued color, but is much closer to the issued orange than the above lot. $2750+

*662 ---P6 50 Mils Orange Carpet Note. **Color Trial, signed by designer Otto Wallish.** handstamped “sample” in Hebrew and printed on c. 5 x 7” white to tan cardboard. A similar item sold for $2600 in our sale 32E of November 2002. $2750+

*663 ---P7 100 Mils Green Carpet Note. **Color Trial, signed by designer Otto Wallish.** handstamped “sample” in Hebrew and printed on c. 5 x 7” white to tan cardboard. A companion to the above note. A similar note sold for $2600 in our sale 32E of November 2002. $2750+

*664 ---1948. **Tel Aviv Waad Note.** 50 Mils brown. These notes were used as change by the city of Tel Aviv when collecting taxes during a shortage of small change. Haffner (1970) p. 361-362. Nice VF and becoming increasingly difficult to find. It’s been 5 years since I have offered a 50 Mils which is scarcer than the 100 Mils $150+

*665 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank. **1948 Emergency Note.** P-1 500 Mils **Proof.** Serial Number 000000, Black on White, With “Sample” in Hebrew handstamped. c. 4 x 5 1/2”. Unc and extremely rare.$4000+

*666 ------P-. 2. **1 Pound Proof.** Serial Number 000000, Series B. Black on White, With “Sample” in Hebrew handstamped. c. 3 3/4 x 6 1/2”. Unc and extremely rare.$4000+

*667 ------P-. 3. **5 Pound Proof.** Serial Number 000000, Black on White, With “Sample” in Hebrew handstamped. c. 4 1/4 x 7”. Unc and extremely rare. $4000+

*668 ------P-. 4. **10 Pound Proof.** Serial Number 000000, Black on White, With “Sample” in Hebrew handstamped. c. 4 1/4 x 7 1/2”. Unc and extremely rare. $4000+

*669 ------P-. 5. **50 Pound Proof.** Serial Number 000000, Black on White, With “Sample” in Hebrew handstamped. c. 4 1/2 x 8”. Unc and extremely rare. $6500+

*670 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank. **1948 Color Proof Note on cardboard.** P-14. 500 Mils Face colored in gray which became the accepted color. c. 6 x 10 1/2” and very rare $4250+

*671 ------Anglo-Palestine Bank 1948 **Color Proof Note on cardboard.** P-15. 1 Pound Face colored in blue which is a lighter blue than the accepted color. c. 6 1/2 x 10 3/4“ and very rare $4250+

*672 ------Anglo-Palestine Bank 1948 **Color Proof Note on cardboard.** P-15. 1 Pound Face without underprint, black on white. c. 6 1/4 x 10 1/2” and very rare $5000+

*673 ------Anglo-Palestine Bank 1948 **Color Proof Note on cardboard.** P-16. 5 Pound Face colored in brown which became the accepted color. c. 6 1/2 x 11” and very rare $4250+

*674 ------Anglo-Palestine Bank 1948 **Color Proof Note on cardboard.** P-17. 10 Pound back without underprint, black on white. c. 6 3/4 x 11” and very rare $3600


*675 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank  1948  Color Proof  Note on cardboard. P-17. 10 Pound Face colored in red which became the accepted color. c. 6 1/2 x 11" and very rare
$4250+

*676 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank  1948 Color Proof  Note on cardboard. P-18. 50 Pound Face colored in violet which became the accepted color. c. 6 3/4 x 11 1/4" and very rare
$6500+

*677 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank  ND (1948). P14a, BN-1. 500 Mils. Series A. Choice EF. One of the nicest we’ve offered in many years
$750


679 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank. P15a, BN-2 1 Palestine Pf (1948). Series B. Ch EF.$175


681 ---Anglo-Palestine Bank P17a, BN-4. 10 Palestine Pounds. ND (1948). Without series letter. Choice VF and scarce this nice without problems. $250+?

682 ---Fractional Currency. P13b, FC-5a 260 Pruta Aleph Series. Unc. A similar note sold for $95 in our last sale.  $75


684 ---P-21a, BN-8. 5 Pounds. Series V. Nice Au-Unc. Just some very minor evidence of handling. Another rare Series letter.  $150+


686 ---1955 Specimen Set. Bank of Israel. P24s-30s, BN11-15. 500 Prutah, 1, 5, 10 & 50 Pound. All notes with 000000 serial number twice, and specimen across the face and back. In two corners of the front and back an oval overstamp “Specimen De La Rue & Co. No Value” and in the bottom margin of each note “Specimen No. 64”. All 5 notes Unc. A rare set of Israel’s most attractive notes. A similar set sold for $1750 in our sale 34E $1750

687 ---P26a, BN-13. 5 Lirot 1955. Negev farm scene. EF, thus scarce  $95


689 ---1960 Group of 50 Lirot. 2 each of Black, blue, green and brown. Each color consists of 2 consecutive numbers. 8 notes, Au-Unc.  $125

690 ---1968. Group of notes. 5 Pound Einstein Red (5), black (2); 10 Pounds Bialik Black (5), blue (2), green (7); 50 Pounds Weizmann Black (4), Blue (2); 100 Pounds Herzl Red (2), small black and brown 1 each. 31 notes, all but one serial color variety, most unc., a few with bent corner. $100+


694 ---BNS-2. 1968 4 Piece Set in Red Plastic Wallet. 5, 10, 50 & 100 Lirot. Seldom seen set, especially compared to the 1958-60 set. Word of caution: the wallet is plastic based with PVC inherent, notes may exhibit some oiliness.  $35

695 ---BNS-3. 1978-1982 4 Piece Set in Brown Plastic Wallet. 50, 100, 500 and 1000 Sheqalim notes. Seldom seen set, especially compared to the 1958-60 set. Word of caution: the wallet is plastic based with PVC inherent, notes may exhibit some oiliness.  $30+

696 ---BNS-16. Visionaries of Israel. 7 Unc notes in folder of issue.  $35+

697 ---Two sets Visionaries of Israel. as above and BNS-17. People of Thought and Deed. Set of 6 Banknotes in folder of issue. 2 sets issued by the Israel Government Coins and Medals Corporation, the 2nd seldom seen.  $100?

698 ---Group of 1958 Bank of Israel notes. 1/2 Pound (1), 1 Pound black (4), 1 Pound Red (3), 1 Pound Brown (10), 5 Pound (3), 10 Pound black, red and blue 2 each. 27 notes, mostly unc., a few show minor signs of handling. Retail about $170.  $75+

699 ---Group of 8 Unc notes, 50, 100, 250 Pruta Fractional notes P-10c, 12c & 13c. FC-3d, 4c, 5c and 958 -60 Type Set. 1/2, 1 (brown), 5, 10 (brown) & 50 (brown). 8 notes, all Unc. $75

700 ---Group of notes. 100 Mil Waad note Gd tape repair on back; Anglo-Palestine 500 Milis and 1 Pound Gd; 10 Pound 1955 Black numbers nice AU-Unc, tiny speck of dirt and pencil graffiti. 5 Pound 1973 (10), 10 Pounds 1973 (19) and 50 Pounds 1973 (4). 37 notes, all but the first 4 Unc or nearly so.  $75

*701 ITALY, Cremona Concentration Camp. Campbell 6459-6465, 1/2 to 50 Lire. Complete set of 7 notes, VF to AU, all overprint with Star of David and unsigned. The use of the Star of David on these notes, is the ultimate Catch 22. Jews were issued these notes in exchange for their belongings etc., however to be used in the camp canteens, they had to be signed and the notes that had the Star of David on them, were never signed. It should be noted that some researchers believe that these are fantasies. It is the opinion of others, including us, that the reason that the notes were “not remembered” was because they did not circulate as we mentioned above. We haven’t offered a complete set in 2 1/2 years or so.  $325

*702 ---Rieti Concentration Camp. 1, 2, 5, 10 & 20 Lire. Complete set of 5 notes. C 6568-6572, F/F IT-810-814. EF, a bit water stained. Possible Fantasies.  $175

703 KENYA. P-8b 20 Shillings. 1 July 1971. VF  $25

*704 LATVIA, under Nazi Occupation. SB-1031 (page 798) 1 Punkt. Good Until April 1945 to be used to buy scarce textiles, clothing etc. VF. 1st we’ve offered in quite a long time.  $35+

*705 NETHERLANDS, Westerbork Concentration Camp. 10A2 Series CC, 25A2 Ser. AA, 50A2 Ser. AA and 100A2 Ser. CC, all without watermark. Camp-4171a-4174a, Feller NE-470a-473a. All VF.  $100+
There are no buyer’s fees in our sales!

*706 ---,---10A2 Series AA, 25A2 Ser. AA, 50A2 Ser. AA and 100A2 Ser. AA, all with watermark. Camp-4171b-4174b, Feller NE-470b-473b. F-VF to EF, 100 has bit of graffiti on the back. A desirable set as the 3 smaller denominations have almost full watermarks and all are series AA. I cannot recall the last time I offered a set of watermarked notes all from the same series. $200+*

*707 PAKISTAN. P8 1 Rupee. ND (1951). Choice AU, usual pinholes (as issued). $40

*708 PALESTINE, Anglo-Palestine Co. Registered Check. ND 20 Francs 19 August 1914. At the beginning of WWI, the crumbling Ottoman Empire was in economic shambles. In order to raise money for the war effort taxes were raised throughout the empire. The towns of Tel-Aviv and Jaffa were especially hard hit and circulating money was in short supply. Therefore the outlawed Anglo-Palestine Company had leading members of the community sign and personally back “circulating checks”. Type with denomination as “Francs. Handstamped Jewish Colonization Association on the front and the back with the same signature on both sides and handstamped PAID twice. Haffner CC-12g, See The Shekel Vol 23, #6, page 3ff. VF. Scarce, especially so with the JCA handstamp as the guarantee. Narcisse Leven was president of the JCA during this time. See Lot #798 $250+*

*709 POLAND, Litzmannstadt (Lodz Ghetto). Chit for 10 Marks worth of turnips, 7 December 1943. Feller PO-607b, C-4225b. EF, but tear at left, probably when ripped out of booklet. $50?

*710 ---,---Chit for Sabbath Stew from Bakery #12. EF-AU, printed on “waste” magazine paper. Feller PO-609A, Campbell-4227. $50?

*711 ---,---Chit for 10 dkg of Yeast. (Hefe). Feller PO-618, Campbell-4235. VF. I presume dkg is a measurement of some kind. I doubt if it’s kilograms because 20 plus pounds of yeast seems to be quite a bit. $50?

*712 ---,---Chit for additional lunch. Tan, Series I/N. Feller PO-620b, C-4327a. VF $50+*

*713 ---,---Chit for additional lunch. Tan, Series I/II/II. Feller PO-620b, Campbell-4327a. EF, faint handstamp of the Aelteste der Juden on back. $75+*

*714 ---,---Chit for additional lunch with Nachtarbeit (Night work) over stamped in red & Muster (Specimen) in blue. Feller PO-620f, Camp=4327f. VF, Series XXIV $50?*

*715 ---,---Sheet of 2 Chits for additional lunch with Nachtarbeit (Night work) over stamped in red & Muster (Specimen) in blue. Feller PO-620f, Camp-4327f. EF+, Series XXII $75+*

*716 ---,---Lottery Ticket June 1944. Issued by the “Committee in aid of the ill members of the Sewing workshop on Rembrandt St. #10” for 2 marks, with further details on the prizes as well as a note that all proceeds will be donated to the sick. Has circular violet handstamp as well as serial number on the counterfoil. As Feller-PO-622. EF-AU with the exception of the left edge of the counterfoil where it seems likely that the ticket was ripped from a booklet. (The Feller example (page 77) shows a similar tear. Rare, 1st I can recall offering. $500?*

*717 ---,---Receipt for 10 Marks worth of turnip ration. Dated 7 December 1943 with handstamp of the Eldest of the Jews in Litzmannstadt along with the printed signature of Mordachi Rumkowski. Two lines of print underneath say that the note must be backstamped, but on the back no handstamp. Unlisted by Steve and Ray Feller as well as Lance Campbell and Sam Simon. VF-EF and no doubt very rare. Somewhat similar to F/F PO-624. $400?*

*718 ---,---Chit. ND (1941-42). For use at the general store at #10 Steinmetzg. Unspecified goods should be given against payment. A general merchandise chit issued by Rumkowski. VF and scarce. Unlisted by Feller. $140+?*

*719 ---,---ND (1941-1942?). Chit for an allocation of a special diet food from the store at 18 Hanseaten St. Has handstamped serial number at lower left and perforated underneath. I would presume that the detached part was kept by the storekeeper. EF+. Another rare item that is unlisted in Feller. $150+*

*720 ---Warsaw Ghetto. 10 Groszy blue on tan chit. Feller PO-680, Camp-4246. Printed from a wood or linoleum plate as are the three lots following this. Star of David between RZww (Jewish Postal Authorities) and SPDZ (Jewish Council in Warsaw) AU. $150+*

*721 ---,---15 Groszy blue on tan chit. Similar to above. Feller PO-681, Camp-4247. Unc $150+*

*722 ---,---25 Groszy blue on tan chit. Similar to above, but instead of the RZww and SPDZ, the words are spelled out. Feller PO-684, Camp-4250. Unc., but for unfortunate tear at lower right margin. Faded. $200

*723 ---,---50 Groszy blue on tan chit. The design on this note is very symbolic. A barbed wire fence separates 18 Stars of David (for Chai or Life) and an SS symbol within flames. Feller PO-685, Camp-4251. Au-Unc, small flaw near lower right bottom $250+*

*724 RUSSIA, Irkutsk. 3 Rubel (1919). WWI POW money. Handstamped “Lager-Tabori Bon Irkutsk” in circle and 02668 below, plus 2 manuscript notations which look official. Camp-6913 EF. Scarce $200+*

*725 ---Russian-Jewish Self Help Cooperative. 1919, Merv, Russia. 1 Rouble from Central Asia, mostly in Cyrillic, with Arabic legend at bottom and 2 Hebrew Alefs at bottom. On thin paper, VF, but for tape repairs. Denis-1045, unlisted in Jewish Paper Money in Russia. Ex Lot 653 from our Feb. 1987 Sale. $60+?

*726 ---Ukraine Bread Coupons. 1919. Issued to Julia Sparkovska by the Committee for Socialist Labor. Text in Russian and Yiddish. Well torn with tape repairs on back. Rare? $40?

*727 ---1945. 200 Rouble Bond to help finance the war effort. In blue and red on white paper. c. 6 x 8”. Depicts fighter jets, ground troops and a factory scene. F. $50?

*728 SOUTH AFRICA, Boer War. 1 Shilling in red-brown on white. C-4851b. AU with small tape repair on back. Most likely an unissued remainder $25+*

*729 TURKEY. 2 Bank Seals. Osmanli Bankasi Banque Ottoman 1863 and Banka Komerciyale Italiana (Istanbul Sube Merezi). The first 1863, the 2nd probably from the same time period. For related bank seals see Lots 730 and 933 $50+?
In addition to the lots below please see the following lots in Part One, many of which could have been listed here and we believe these seals are from the Palestine British Mandate period from after WWI to 1948, For related bank seals see Lots 729 and 933 $100+?

731

UKRAINE, German Occupation. P-53 20 Karbowanez 10 March 1942. Unc.$35+

732

UNITED STATES, Nevada State Warrant. 1877. $275 payable to the order of Gabriel Cohn. Vignette of mining scene at left and train at upper right. Endorsed by Cohn on back. EF. $50+?

733

---1936? Anti Franklin Roosevelt banknote. Presumably from the 1936 election against Alf Langdon titled “New Deal Sound Mazuma. (Mazuma is Yiddish slang for money) at top and “Gold Content 0,000,000,000 Gsr. per Billion”. 6 vignettes with captions, attacking FDR’s “planned economy”. Unc. Scarce? $40?

734 ---POW Chits. Camp Campbell, Kentucky. 1,5 & 10 Cents. C-7628-7630. $100+

735 --- Ft. Niagara, NY. 1A2 Peach, blue print. C-8145a, Unc $45

736 --- 5A2 Buff, blue print. C-8146a, Unc $45

737 --- 10A2 Gray, blue print. C-8147a, Unc $60

738 ---Port Terminals, NY Port of Entry, Ft. Hamilton. 1A2. C-8671. Unc. $40

739

ZAMBIA. P9a 50 Ngwee. ND (1969). Nice Unc. $65

We will be happy to answer any questions you might have about a particular lot or bidding strategy. We suggest that you don’t wait until the last day for this as we may not be able to help then.

PART TWO-JUDAIC AND HOLY LAND RELATED MATERIAL

MEDALLIC JUDAICA


740

KORN JUDE. 1694 Silver 35mm (12.14). Jewish grain peddler walking right with grain sack in which a devil is opening the sack/Horizontal grain sifter, Biblical quote, “He that with withholdeth corn, the people shall curse him. But blessing shall be upon the head of him that selleth it.” Among the most infamous anti-Semitic medals ever made. In 1694 heavy rains and a grasshopper plague swept through Germany. As food prices increased, speculation rose and the starving people blamed the Jews. Kirschner-18, Friedenberg page 3. VF, loop removed. $350+

741

MOSES AND THE 10 COMMANDMENTS. 18th Century? Silver 38mm. Moses kneeling right, receiving commandments, 3 cherub faces before him, trumpets projecting from clouds above, Hebrew camp in background/The tablets, legend in German, serpent and apple below, Hebrew above. Cast, F-VF. Scarce. $350+

742

KETTLE TOKEN. “God Protects the Just” around bust of George right/”Fear God Honour the King” around a crown with the 4 letter Hebrew name for G-D (very very faint) above. $50+?

743

MOSES TOLANTO TOKEN. ND (1st 1/2 of 19th century). AE 29mm (9.13 grams, heavy variety). A bale marked MT, MOSES TOLANTO BARBADOES around/A cask marked MT, FREEDOM WITHOUT SLAVERY. Pridmore-27. A 1/2 Penny token issued by this Jewish merchant. His actual name was Tolano as the Bridgetown synagogue records indicate. VF but “cancellation” slash marks across obverse. It’s been many years since I can recall offering one of these. $45+?

744

JEWISH HOME FOR AGED. Hamburg. 1841. AE22. Bust of Salomon Heine left/ View of the Home. Heine, was the principal benefactor in getting this hospital built (and the uncle of Heinrich). VF+, rim nicks, some scratches. An important Jewish medal of the first part of 19th century. Coins Reveal page 150. $40+

745

FALSE SHEKEL. ND. Probably 19th Century. Silvered 31mm and heavy and thick (19.83 grams, 3mm thick). Unusual type. We can’t find a match in Kisch. VF $50?

746

COLOGNE SYNAGOGUE. GRAND OPENING. 1861 AE59.5 mm by J. Wiener. Exterior view of synagogue/interior view of synagogue. This magnificent synagogue was designed by the noted architect Ernst Zwirner and completed on the 29th of August 1861. It was heavily damaged by the Nazis during Kristallnacht. JMM page 50, Coins Reveal-154, Great Jewish Portraits, p. 136. Choice EF. One of the most important and famous Jewish medals of the 19th Century. Extremely rare. Only the 2nd I can recall offering! $850+?

747

SAMSON OBERNOEFEFFER. 1861. Tin 41mm by Drentwett. Bust left/Legend. Stuck to commemorate his 70th birthday. He was a Jewish coin dealer in Germany in the 19th century. See Adolph Cahn’s 1931 sale of Judaica. Lot #1906. As struck, but a few abrasions and spots. $125

748

UNITED STATES CIVIL WAR TOKEN. Crossed Flags/Magen David. A die marriage of Fuld 189 and 399. Choice Brown. EF. $35+?

749

FERDINAND LASSALLE. ND. AE76 mm. His very high relief bust left with the reverse being an incuse of his bust. Lassalle was an orator and pamphleteer who was instrumental in the 1848 revolution as well as the founding of the first successful socialist party in Germany. EF and scarce. I don’t believe I’ve ever offered this in auction before. $200?

750

RISHON LE-ZION COLONY. 1882, AE28. Magen David & below that a Torah scroll, the left frame showing people at prayer at the Western Wall, while the right frame shows a farmer sowing seeds. IF I FORGET THEE O JERUSALEM LET MY RIGHT HAND FORGET ITS CUNNING/A panoramic view of the colony. JTM-EP-53, See the Shekel
HEBREW SCHOOL AWARD ON TRADE DOLLAR. 1882-83. “Hebrew Sabbath School For Good Deportment and Diligent Attendance” 5642 Columbus OH” around 10 Commandments hand engraved on obverse of U.S. Trade Dollar. No doubt extremely rare. Elaborate design around rim, loop attached for wearing. $300+

MOSES MONTEFOIRE. 1884. WM 41mm by A. D. Loewenstark & Sons. His bust right surrounded by Hebrew legend/Long legend on reverse. Struck as a 100th birthday medallion for Moses Montefiore from his friends around the world. See Great Jewish portraits in metal page 85. This is one of the more important Jewish medals of the 19th century. Ex Daniel Friedenberg collection. Choice P-L EF, with glue spot on reverse (which should probably come off easily). See The Shekel Vol. XVIII, #3, page 31. $325+

RABBI ABRAHAM ALEXANDER WOLFF. 1888 AE37mm by F. Schmahfeld. Bust/4 line legend. Struck to commemorate his 60th year as Chief Rabbi of Copenhagen (he died in 1891). He was a most influential spokesman for Jews in Denmark for those many years. Choice P-L BU and very rare. The last we offered was in the spring of 1999 when an example, not as nice as this, sold for $500. We believe the mintage to be only 100 for this rare medal. $400+

CHEVRA KADISHA (CHARITY) TOKEN. ND. Late 19th Century thin Brass token. “Sade-Dalet, Koph-Hey” bracteate type. JTM-CC-16, VF, a bit crude, but much nicer than most. $35+

RECTANGLE CHARITY TOKEN. ND. Probably from same time period. 3 line Hebrew inscription which translates “Righeousness (or Charity, the word is Zedakah)” saves (you) from Death”. EF and much rarer than above. $75

RABBI ISSAC ELHANAN SPEKTOR. 1896. AE 28.5 mm. Facing bust/His gravesite. Famous Lithuanian Rabbi was among the most influential Jews of his time in helping influence the Russian government to better their treatment of Jews. Fine with original loop. Extremely rare. See The Shekel XVIII, #3, 29. The last two we had, in similar grade, sold for $175 and $185. $175+

OPENING OF THE NEW SYNAGOGUE IN STRASSBURG. 1899 50mm. A view of the magnificent synagogue/7 line legend, wreath. EF. A few tiny rim nicks. Rare! 1st I can recall offering. $400?

EARLY 20TH CENTURY 18 KARAT GOLD POCKET WATCH. When opening the back it is inscribed “Presented by the Committee of the Vine Court Synagogue to Master Myer Englander on his confirmation March 7th, 1908 Examined by J. Durden, 21 Fenchurch St., London EE” (The last few lines are in flowery script and I may not be reading it correctly). Across from that is a Magen David with Zion in Hebrew above it, an 18 K. hallmark, 670920 and Jerusalem in Hebrew. Very attractive. I doubt if the watch works. I’m not sure how the picture will come out. $700?

EARLY JEWISH ADVERTISING MIRROR. Meyer M. Levy, Bangor, Maine. ND (c. 1900?) 48mm. “You will always look genteel by buying your Clothing of the Popular Clothier Meyer M. Levy, 1919 Exchange St. Bangor ME”. The 7 line inscription is printed on beige heavy paper thus our belief that this is an early mirror as later ones were celluloid. $175+

HUNGARIAN-ROMANIAN KOSHER BUTCHER TOKEN. ND (Early 20th century?). Zinc (?) 20mm. “Gabela” in Yiddish surrounded by “Orth. Izr. Hilkozseg Kolozsvzar” around it/10”. Gabela comes from the Latin for Tax and when used in connection with eastern and central Europen Jews meant almost exclusively the tax on shehitah (Kosher butchering). The legend around it translaes into “Orthodox Israel Organization Kolozsvzar”. Kolozsvzar is the Hungarian term for the city of Club-Napoca which is in Romania. F-VF but some areas of corrosion. Exceedingly rare, a similar piece (but different denomination) sold for $290 in Ark Auction of April 1980. That’s the last I can recall being offered. Also see Lot 912 a related item. $500+

JEHOVAH TOKEN. ND (c. 1900?). Silver 16mm with “Jehovah” in Hebrew. Made by Robins Co., Attleboro, Mass. GVF $50+?

TORAH SHIELD. c. 1900 Russia. Elaborate and attractive silver shield c. 8 3/4 x 11” with two lions on either side of the tablets, Russian Imperial Eagle at top. Hallmarks 84 and a fish (?). According to the Guide to Russian Silver Hallmarks by Paulson the fish hallmark is from the town of Narva in very northeast Estonia on the border with Russia and during this time period in the St. Petersburg district. Rare and in excellent condition. $1250+?

250TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE JEWISH SETTLEMENT IN THE US. 1905. Silver 76mm by Isadore Konti. Perhaps the most important American-Jewish medal ever struck. Liberty & Justice triumph over intolerance/History standing. Only 36 pieces were struck in silver (along with 2 gold and 284 bronze). All were given to dignitaries, none were offered for sale to the public. JMM, page 70, JTM PEM-8. Also see The Numismatist, May 1976 and The Shekel, Vol 9, #6. Rarely offered in silver. Toned EF. $750+

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND MEDAL. ND. Gilt (or brass) AE27 mm. Palm Tree, Hebrew legend, 7 stars of David in field/Menorah, legend, star of David, feather. While this is an undated and unsigned medal, it is likely made in Vienna soon after the JNF was founded in 1902. Our medal maven says, “it’s a scarce medal in very beautiful style and to my mind evocative of early Zionism and therefore “significant.”’ We’ve offered this medal previously but always in bronze. This is either gilt bronze or brass. Od Fine with original loop attached. $200+

EMIL RATHENAU. 1908. Silver 39 x 59mm medal with original loop. Struck to commemorate the 70th birthday of this famous German-Jewish Industrialist (founder of AEG). His son Walter, who took over the company in 1915, was a minister under German Chancellor Josef Wirth and was murdered by Nazi hooligans in 1922. This was an original silver medal (990 on edge) and seldom offered as such. Choice lightly toned EF, edge bruise. $125+

**NARCISSE LEVEN.** 1910 Silvered 59mm by E. Hannavx L'Alliance Israelite Universelle. His bust left/LIBERTY, SYNAGOGUE, ALLIANCE ISRAELITE UNIVERSELLE 1869-1910. EF. Rare and seldom offered early 20th century Jewish medal. Jewish Minters and Medalists page 60. Struck for the 50th Anniversary of the AIU. The medalist was also Jewish. The AIU were the issuers of the Mkva Israel tokens. See Lot #708 for a related item of the Jewish Colonization Association of which Leven was president from 1896-1919. $325+

**JEWISH LEGION MEDALS.** The British Service and Victory medals from WWI presented to Private A. Weiner #-J-4461 and R. Fus (Royal Fusiliers). Jewish Legion members were organized under the Royal Fusiliers. A. Weiner is listed as a member of the Jewish Legion in the British Jewry Book of Honour (1922) page 274 on the "Embarkation for the 40th (S) Battalion Royal Fusiliers ("Judaens"). (Copy of the relevant pages included). The service medal depicts George V and a legend on the obverse and a British soldier on horseback stomping on the German Imperial shield with the dates 1914-1918, the Victory medal depicts a winged Victory on the obverse and the legend "The Great War for Civilisation 1914-1919" in 4 lines on the reverse. Both have the original ribbons attached, both a bit tattered. A scarce pair of related medals which we feel is important to keep together. $100+

**JEWISH MERCHANT TOKEN FROM KANSAS.** "Wm. J. Schwartz Hanover, Kans"/"Good for 25A2 in Merchandise Not Transferable". Brass 24mm. VF. Presumably before 1930. $25

**HERZL POCKET KNIFE.** c. 1920? Germany. Raised gilt portrait of Herzl with his name in Hebrew below, Magen David in blue, white and gold above. Maker's name on the larger of two blades. A similar knife sold for $150 in our last sale. $100+

**JEWISH MERCHANT TOKENS.** 1921. Red-brown Porcelain notgeld of Henry Seligmann of Hannover. 25 and 50 Pfg. It's been many years since we offered these items. $40+?

**ALFRED GR9FNFELED.** 1922 AE64.5 mm by Josef Prinz. His bust right/Harp, musical score, legend. Struck for his 70th birthday. Niggl-769. Gr9Fnfeld was a Pianist and Composer who was born in Prague in 1852 and died in Vienna in 1924. He was one of the first pianists to have his work recorded for phonograph records (Remember those?). $120.

**ESTHER DE BOER-VAN RIJK.** 1923 AE41mm. Unsigned. High relief bust of the actress/High relief bust of her as Knierlje in Heijermans' play "Op Hoop van Zegen" (Hope of Blessing). Polek-69. This was struck on the 50th anniversary of her first portrayal in this Dutch play. She ended up playing this role over a thousand times. Rare. $150+

**WELSH JEWISH TOKEN.** ND Brass 32mm. “JEWISH INSTITUTE CARDIFF” around 1/Uniface. Cox-291. F-VF, some nicks. Rare. 1st we've seen. The Jewish Institute of Cardiff occupied 3 premises between about 1900 and 1950 where the tokens were used as meal tickets. Cardiff had a considerable Jewish population (about 1000 in 1890) which rose in the next 30 years mostly from Russia and Eastern Europe. These were poor immigrants, thus the need for a Charitable Institute. The three recorded addresses for the Institute are: 1911: Station Terrace, 1932: 29 High Street and 1949: 202 Newport Road. $100+

**PHILADELPHIA JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER.** 1927. 32mm brass token. Building WEST PHILADELPHIA JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER/A CENTER FOR ALL JEWISH ACTIVITIES DEDICATED JUNE 12-19 1927, SIVAN 12-19 5687. AU-Unc. Rare. I can't recall offering this token before. $100?

**ARNOLD MENDELSOHN.** 1929 Bronze oval c. 54 x 64mm by? His portrait slightly to the right/11 line legend with loop and string as made. Niggl-3305 (II). Mendelsohn, a composer, conductor and music teacher was the grand-nephew of Felix Mendelssohn. This is the only medal that that was made for him. Rare. $150+

**JEWISH COMMUNITY OF MANNHEIM SILVER BOX MEDAL.** ND c. 31mm. Magen David surrounded by “ISR. GEMEINDE MANNHEIM with silver ring holding obverse and reverse together. Inside the “box” is a US standing liberty quarter of 1928 or 1929. Most unusual. We have no idea if the medal is contemporary with the coin or if the coin was just added later. $200?

**NATIONAL FEDERATION JEWISH MEN’S CLUBS.** 1930’s? Sterling silver c. 23 x 30 mm oval with blue and white ribbon attached. Legend around Menorah and scrolls. The National Federation Jewish Men’s Clubs was part of the Conservative movement and was established in 1929. $75+

**JEWISH COMMUNITY IN BERLIN.** 1930’s. AE 81mm by F9Fnst (?) Mother holding baby in her arms, German legend which loosely translates to “promote the Jewish welfare. The Berlin Jewish Community”/Incuse legend dated 2 September 1936. Scarce and seldom offered medal issued by the Berlin Jewish Community in the attempt to stem the tide of the Nazis. First I've offered in many years. $250+

**BEATRICE EPHRUSI DE ROthsCHILD.** 1934 (1972) AE67mm by Belmaimdo. Her bust left/Villa. An Homage to stem the tide of the Nazis. First I’ve offered in many years. $250+

**BELGIAN CHILDREN’S HOLOCAUST MEDAL.** 1945 AE 60 mm by Josine Souweine. Jewish Museum of Belgium #36 (page 53). Woman and 3 children around table, “Happy is he who is kind to the poor (afflicted) Proverbs 14:21”, “1942-1944” below/Magen David, “Les Enfants Juifs A Mme Nelly Lameere” (the name in incuse). These medals were presented to those gentiles who had hidden Jewish children during the Holocaust and each had the names of the recipient engraved on the reverse. Very rare, 1st we can recall seeing or offering. $250+

**PAIR OF MEDALS.** Sir Richard Burbidge Bart, Chairman of Harrods 1945-1959 Bronze 57mm by Paul Vincze and 1967 Dutch Israeli Silver Solidarity Medal. 22 mm. Israeli flag atop the Western Wall/Emblems of Netherlands and Israel surrounded by Dutch and Hebrew legends. Serial #27 on edge. 2 medals, both as struck the silver piece in Proof. $35+?

**1948 WAR OF LIBERATION.** Silver 38mm. 3 women with rifles, man with binoculars guarding Temple, etc/Menorah, 2 stars of David. Toned Unc. One of the scarcer Israel Liberation medals. This ex lot 1192 26G
*784 DAVID DAVIDSON. 1951 Silver 31 mm Prize Medal. His bust slightly right/Beehive, wreath and legend. Davidson was a Swedish scientist. Scarce. EF $125+

*785 MEMORY OF 6 MILLION MEDAL. 1952. AE59mm by Monti. In high relief a male figure rising from a heap of corpses in a concentration camp, lifting the 10 Command-ments/2 hands, clutching a Menorah, in the background a cemetery. UNC, scarce only 500 pieces minted. HO-6a. The last we offered sold for $75. $75+

*786 ALBERT EINSTEIN. 1955. Antique Bronze 60mm by Jean Rameseur for Huguenin Freres & Co of Switzerland. Portrait of Einstein to right/Uniface. Flower-6. $75+

*787 300TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE RESURRECTION OF JEWS IN GREAT BRITAIN. 1956. AE 57 mm by Paul Vincze. Portraits of Oliver Cromwell & Menasseh Ben Israel between a Menorah & a seal of the 1st “new” Jewish Community/Female figure, holding scroll & legend around. UNC, rare & important. Jewish Minters & Medalists, page 77-78 and The Shekel Vol. XIV, #3 page 30ff. JTM-EP64a. As struck $75+

*788 --As above but silver 57mm. Scarce, especially in this large size. In our sale 37A we offered a similar piece that sold for $150 on a greatly reduced bid. $150

*789 --As above but Gold 57 mm. This 9 Karat gold medal is unlisted in any references but presumably will be listed in Ed Rochette’s book on Paul Vincze when it eventually is published. We’ve offered a 38mm in gold, but I don’t believe we’ve ever offered this 57mm gold medal before. $850+

*790 --As above but Gold, Silver & Bronze 38mm medals in cases of issue. The bronze and silver medals are well known, although uncommon, the 9 karat gold medal is very rare and is only the 2nd we can recall offering, the other more than 10 years ago. $350+

*791 --Private Mint Sets. 3 different Sets. 1958 in Brown leatherette holder with fancy metal clasp, 10 Pruta series coins 1949-1958, all but one unc. This by Mateon. Another set with the same coins, these all BU, this in a red leatherette box and by the same manufacturer. The third set is entitled “Coins of Israel” and contains six Agorot Series coins dated from 1972 to 1975. The set is plastic with the coins at left and short paragraph about Israel on the right. Plastic is cracked on back. $30?

*792 HERBERT VISCOUNT SAMUEL. 1960. Silver 57mm by Paul Vincze. Bust of Samuel left, legend and “90” below/An elderly man seated inscribing a book, Latin legend around. Eimer-2100. Sir Herbert Louis Samuel, 1st Viscount Samuel was a politician and administrator. In 1920 he became the first British High Commissioner for Palestine, thus the first Jew to rule Jerusalem in 2000 years! Scarce. $125+

*793 BAR KOCHBA. 1965? Silver 57 mm by Paul Vincze. Warrior blowing Shofar, Inset of Temple side of Bar Kochba Tetradrachm/Beitar Fortress, Lulav side of Bar Kochba Tetradrachm. Scarce, a similar medal sold for $165 in our last sale. $125+

*794 DAVID BEN GURION. c. 1966. Gold Medal by Paul Vincze. 38mm. His bust left, his name in English and Hebrew/Man at study,with tree and pick, the vision and the way. Virtually one ounce of gold. Rare and seldom offered. BU. 21 Karat. Coins Reveal-173. Seldom offered. $750

*795 --c. 1966. Silver 57 mm by Paul Vincze. His bust left/figure of a man as a scholar and laborer. Coins Reveal-173. Scarce, only the 2nd I can recall offering in silver in this size. $75

*796 SIR FRANCIS CHICESTER BY PAUL VINCZE. 1967. Silver 57mm. Bust left/Neptune kneeling left before a globe on which are two boats, legends. Chichester was the first to sail around the world single handed. Proof. Produced by Spink. Eimer-2113 $50+

*798 PAUL VINCZE’S , EXODUS MEDAL. 1967?. Silver 38 mm. People unloading at shore off ship/Immigrants arriving, “The People which Thou Hast Redeemed”. This is ex #1161 from our sale 28F. $50

*799 THE FRANKENHUIS COLLECTION MEDAL. 1967 AE 76 mm by Elizabeth Weisstrop. In extremely high relief, a mother hugging 2 children (both wearing) Jude Badges before being herded into a cattle car/ Legend. HO-2, See The Shekel 2, #3, #16. A most impressive large medal commissioned by Maurice Frankenhuis who built two huge collections of War memorabilia, one for WWI and one for WWII both of which he donated to museums in Israel. $250+

800 THE ISRAEL HEROISM MEDALS. A set of 6 medals all of which were done by Paul Vincze. 1) & 2) In Bondage in Jerusalem/In Freedom Israel. 3) David & Goliath/Israel’s 20th Anniversary. 4) Beitar Fortress/Bar Kochba. 5) Exodus and 6) Masada/Year 5 Shekel. The first 5 are 57mm, the 6th is 50mm. Hallmarked on edge, but without an indication of fineness. $150+?

*801 DAVID BEN GURION 1968. Gold 26mm. 900 Fine. Bust of Ben Gurion left/ Menorah, Magen David to each side. Struck in the Netherlands and the same series as a similar medal for Theodore Herzl, but this is much scarcer. PL BU $200+

*802 DUTCH-ISRAEL SOLIDARITY MEDAL. 1968 AE70mm by Theresia van der Pant. Tree/Atoms, by the Dutch Numismatic Society. Large and Impressive. JTM EP-12. Scarce. $60+

*803 ISRAEL WAR VETERANS LEAGUE. Silver 60mm. ND (1969?). Uniface. At the top League’s insignia featuring a Menorah (symbol of WWI Jewish Brigade) and Magen David (symbol of WWII Jewish Brigade) with Lion of Judaea at center. Has Hebrew letters IHY at top for “Igud Hayalim Yehudiyim” (Union of Jewish Soldiers). Inscribed in English “With Compliments Israel War Veterans League”. Scarce, I can recall seeing. $100+

*804 JEWISH BRIGADE-2ND REGIMENT. 1969 Silver-Plated 59mm. JTM-MM-13. In Hebrew THE FIGHTING JEWISH BRIGADE, 2ND REGIMENT in the center 1939-1969 surround in blue, white & yellow enamel a 2, on a Magen David, which is the emblem of the Brigade. Toned EF. According to new information we recently became aware of this medal was awarded to former members of the Brigade only and not sold to the general public. If this is true, the medal is far rarer and more significant than we had previously thought. $50+
**MAX REINHARDT** (born Max Goldmann). 1970 Silvered bronze 60 mm by Welz. His bust right, legend around/Struck for the 50th anniversary of a festival in Salzburg. Reinhardt was a major figure in theater, as a producer and director, during the first part of the 20th century. He was forced to leave Germany in 1934 and he emigrated to the US where he continued his work until his death in 1943. There are a few common medals of Reinhardt, but this is not one of them. $125+

**MOSES AND THE 10 COMMANDMENTS** by Paul Vincze. Silver Shell c. 114 x 161 mm. Moses standing left holding two tablets. $100+

---As above but mounted on attractive plastic base to sit on shelf. $125+

---,---Another as above. (These are NOT common, it is just a coincidence that we have three in this sale). $125

**THE GOLDEN CALF BY PAUL VINCE**. Silver shell c. 116 x 60 mm plaque in wood frame. 8 naked men and women cavorting in front of golden calf. Scarc. $100

**A DREAM FULFILLED.** 1973 AR 63 mm by Elizabeth Jones. Facing portraits of Herzl, Weizmann, Ben-Gurion and Meir and WANDERERS NO MORE/2 hands holding 3 Pomegranates and ISRAEL (In English & Hebrew) A DREAM FULFILLED. Unc. (160 grams of .999 silver). Ex Lot #1148, 28C. $100


**DAVID BEN-GURION** by Paul Vincze. 1973. Silver Shell c. 114 x 161 mm. His portrait slighly to the right, his name and dates of birth and death (1896-1973) above in Hebrew below in English, in exergue are two Menorahs flanking a city view of the old city of Jerusalem. Mounted on attractive base to sit on shelf $125+


---,---Another. This one mounted on attractive base to sit on shelf $125

---,---,---Another as above $125

**SALVADOR DALI'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY**. 12 Tribes of Israel Set. 1973 12 Silver medals, each portraying a scene associated with a particular tribe on one side and the name of the tribe along with the date 1948 - 1973 to either side of the 25th Anniversary logo and his signature above. Each medal is 52 mm and weighs over 2.6 ounces with .999 fine silver, thus there is over 31 ounces of silver in this set of 12 medals with matched numbers in this leatherette topped brown wood box. **Matched number set, this is ex lot 1205 from our sale 26G of 1996.** $500+?

---,---As above Matched number set, but case shows some misuse. $500+?

**STAMPS IN SILVER.** 1973. A set of 9 silver medal’s, all depicting the early stamps of Israel, which depicted coins from the 1st Revolt or the Bar Kochba revolt. Each Proof medal contains approximately one oz. of silver. Issued by Doar Ivri of Israel, in album of issue. #312 of only 1000 issued (and no doubt many were melted in the silver boom of 1980). $125+

**HERBERT LEHMAN.** 1974 Silver Medal by Jacques Schnier (his only previous numismatic work was the US Bay Bridge 50A2 commemorative of 1936). The 6th in the Magnes Museum’s Jewish American Hall of Fame Series High relief bust of Lehman/To do Justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God: around a high relief Star of David and tzaddik in Hebrew. **Ex Lot #1079 from our sale27C** $75+

**PEACE MEDAL.** 1974 Bronze 64mm. By Nat Sobel & Joe Di Lorenzo. The patriarch Abraham in stylized form, the two eyes form the face of modern day Ishmael and Isaac (Arabs & Israelis), legend around/Peace word in 64 languages. JTM PM-1a. Scarce. Struck by the Magnes Mint. 1st we've offered in a number of years. $35+

**MEDALLIC HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE**. 1970’s. Set of 120 proof bronze medals in two albums consisting of 5 pages of 12 medals in each album. The Judaic Heritage Society produced this set in the early 1970's and this is in my opinion the most desirable of all privately produced modern Judaic medals. Each medal is 38 mm. $400+

---,---As above but a set of 120 **sterling silver proof** medals. With most, if not all, “Historical Notes” for each medal in black case as issued. We haven’t counted the brochures but it looks like all are there. $1250

---,---Another silver set, but without the Historical notes. $1250

**THE MEDALLIC HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN AMERICA.** 120 sterling silver medals depicting Jewish history in America from the arrival of 23 immigrants from Brazil in 1654 through the early 1970's. All Proof in 2 albums of issue. We have offered this set far fewer times than the The Medallic History of the Jewish People. Both were minted by the Franklin Mint for the Judaic Heritage Society. With most, if not all, “Historical Notes” for each medal in black case as issued. We haven’t counted the brochures but it looks like all are there. $1250

**GERSHOM SEIXAS** 1975 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Gerta Wiener. Bust of the “Patriotic Rabbi”/Jewish patriots marching with menorah and Torah. This is ex Lot #1080 from our sale 27C. $75

**CHAI INGOT SET II.** 18 silver bars, all c. 60.5 grams of .999 silver (virtually 35 ounces of silver in the set). Each silver bar depicts a symbol of Judaism. Ram’s Horn, Synagogue, Torah, Hebrew, Mysticism, Lunar Calendar, Menorah, Minyan, Prayer, Charity, 10 Commandments, Phylacteries, Mezuzah, Repentance, Star of David, Kashruth, Creation and the Messiah. In a velvet lined wood frame in vinyl cover. (Cover shows some wear). The bars fit snugly in the frame and this would look good on a wall. Produced by the Judaic Heritage Society. $400+?

**GEORGES FRIEDMANN.** 1976. AE 76mm by G. Ch. Revol. Bust half left/Nude Athlete over a quote. #6 of 100
*828 ISRAEL-EGYPT PEACE TREATY. 1977. AE 38 x 35 Cast Private issue. Portraits of Begin and Sadat/in the center Shalom and Saalom in Hebrew and Arabic. Legend designed to wrap around from obverse and continue on the reverse. *May God Guide our Steps Toward Peace, Israel Nov. 1977 Sadat meets Begin*. A most unusual medal This item sold in our sale 36c for $50 but the bidder returned it saying he bid on the wrong item. (?) $40+

*829 PAUL VINCZE BY PAUL VINCZE. 1977 Artist Model. Huge 9 1/2 inch Uniface self portrait showing artist in studio working on his own self portrait. Made for his 70th birthday. A most impressive work. $250+

*830 AGAM’S STAR OF LOVE MEDAL. 1978 Silver 59mm. Elaborate modern “Agam” design/Menorah, his signature, 30 Years State of Israel. Struck in .999 silver. In plush olive-wood case of issue. Only the 2nd I can recall offering. $100

*831 ISRAEL MEMORIAL DAY. 1978 Bronze 59mm. These were given out for fallen soldiers from Defense Minister E. Weitzman. Scarce, a similar medal sold for $85 in our March 2007 sale. For a related medal, see Lot #890 $75

831a JERUSALEM REUNITED. ND (1977?). 50 mm .999 Silver Proof. Israeli soldier in front of stylized Western Wall/Jerusalem Reunited, Stronger than Lions in Hebrew and English. Struck for the 30th anniversary of the reunification of Jerusalem. $60+

*832 IRGUN’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY. 1979. AE 59mm. Irgun’s symbol (“Greater Israel” and hand holding rifle, with “Rak Kach” (the sole solution)) above wreath, Hebrew legend and dates around/State of Israel Menorah and anciend Menorah between legends. As struck. Rare? 1st I can recall seeing. $50+

*833 KARL GOLDMARK. 1980. AE c. 75 x 80 mm by G. Peternak. Cast, irregular in shape. For the 150th birthday of the Hungarian opera composer. His bust/Cherub above his birthplace. Niggl-2981. EF. Rare, only the 2nd I can recall seeing. $125

*834 ALBERT EINSTEIN. 1983. Bronze 39mm by Frans Kleimer for the German-American Tricentennial. A montage of 12 Americans of German origin or descent, including Babe Ruth (batting right handed!), Dwight Eisenhower, Marlene Dietrich and the most prominently displayed, being Albert Einstein/Legend around a sailing ship. Flower-75. $35+

835 GROUP OF INS OVERSTRIKES on Israel trade coins (usually 5 Lirot) and INS or ICGMC tokens. 17 pieces, most (if not all) different. As struck. We sell these for $3 to $5 each when bought individually. Sold as is, no returns. $40+

*836 JEWS WHO HELPED COLUMBUS 1986 Silver 57mm Medal by Paul Vincze. Struck for the Magnes Museum. Busts of Abraham Zacuto, Luis de Santangel and Don Isaac Abravanel above sailing ship and 1492/Columbus pleading his case in front of Isabella and Ferdinand. Scarce One sold for $100 in our last sale. $100

*837 PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH (H.W.) THE ARCHITECT OF PEACE. 1991 AE59mm. His bust half left, legend in English and Hebrew/“Desert Storm, The War for Peace” in English, Hebrew and Arabic around a globe with a band of flags (those of the Coalition) around the globe. Scarce? I’ve never seen this medal! $50?

*838 LEONARD BERNSTEIN 1993 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Marika Somogyi. His bust left with his signature and dates 1918-1990 below/ Bernstein at piano explaining to children. Low mintage and scarce, 1st we’ve offered. Toned $75+

*839 ERNESTINE ROSE 1994 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Gerta Wiener. Portrait of Rose, legend to left/A view of Rose from behind addressing a crowd. Low mintage and scarce, 1st we’ve offered. Ernestine Rose was among the leaders of the Woman’s movement for equal rights in the 19th century. $75+

*840 ALBERT EINSTEIN. ND. AECA91mm by Coudray. Facing bust of Einstein/Uniface. Unlisted by Flower, the only one we’ve seen. $225+


*842 ISRAEL BANKNOTES IN SILVER. 500 Milis, 1, 5, 10 and 50 Pound Anglo-Palestine notes in .925 silver. Each “banknote” is c. 110 x 55 mm. 5 “notes”, the complete set in case as issued by the IGCMC. #1095 of 1200 sets made. Scarce. $125

*843 WARSAW GHETTO UPRISING. CN27mm. “Getto Warszawskie” Stylized Wall with Magen David/7 branched Menorah. Toned. I can’t recall seeing this before. $30+

*844 BARBRA STREISAND. 1997 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin. Bust of Streisand facing half left/Streisand in gown on stage. This, and the following six lots, are low mintage & scarce and the first I can recall offering of each. $75+

*845 SINKING OF THE TITANIC: ISIDOR AND IDA STRAUSS/DAVID SARNOFF. 1998 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin and Mel Wack. The couple arm in arm, “Where you go, I go” & David Sarnoff listening to radio broadcasts from ship/Titanic sinking in background, some escapees in row boat in foreground. $75+

*846 ASSER LEVY 1999 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin? Levy with quill and rifle as others leave ship/Legend. $75+

*847 ARTHUR MILLER 2000 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Marika Somogyi. Bust of Miller facing, his signature in lower right/Willy Loman walking with two cases, “Attention Must be Paid”. $75+

*848 EARLIEST SYNAGOGUES Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin?. Outside
view of the 1st Shearith Israel Building on Mill Street, the first synagogue in NYC/inside view of the new synagogue from 1834. Low mintage and scarce, $75+.

*849  **BESS MYERSON** 2001 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin. Facing bust of her, quotation at left/Myerson in swimsuit with crown after being named Miss America. $75+

*850  **LEOPOLD KARPELES** 2002 Jewish American Hall of Fame Medal. Silver trapezoid by Alex Shagin. Karpeles in army uniform holding flag of Massachusetts Volunteers/Tallie from Congregation Mikveh Israel, Philadelphia and quote from Abraham Lincoln. $75+

851  **A GROUP OF MEDALS AND COINS.** East German 1972 Buchenwald 10 Mk Commemorative (3), 1968 David Ben-Gurion silver medals from Netherlands (18, 22, 30 mm), Ben-Gurion silver 30mm from the series Political Leaders of the World (scarce); West Germany 5 Mk 1981 Lessing and 10 Mk 1972 Olympics; JFK Memorial Silver 23mm by Noy, Sigmund Freud AE 30mm, Papal Visit to Israel by Vincze AE 22mm, 1986 Vatican-Israel AE 35mm Friendship medal and Golda Meir-Knesset Silver 32mm Proof by Coufal. 14 coins and medals, some scarce. $75+

*852  **A GROUP OF MEDALS BY PAUL VINCZE.** 1981 ANA's New Orleans Convention AE, Balfour Declaration AE, 6 Day War Victory CN, Shekel of Israel-Masada CN (3); Cecil Harmsworth King, Chairman of the Daily Mirror and Harold Mattingly on his retirement as Keeper of the Coins at the British Museum. 8 medals 50 to 59mm, the last smallest and "looks" and "sounds" silver but is unmarked. Neat lot, some scarce. $100+

*853  **A GROUP OF MEDALS BY PAUL VINCZE.** Exodus, Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, Magyar Birko Uniface, AE51 uniface (model or pattern?) of bearded man right, Elizabeth II Coronation 38mm, Jacobus Kennedy Episcopal Bishop, Six Day War Victory Medal and 750th Anniversary of the Magna Carta. 8 medals, all 57 to 59 and bronze or copper-nickel except where noted. The last "looks" and "sounds" silver. Some scarce medals in this lot. $125

854  **A GROUP OF MEDALS.** A nice and eclectic grouping of Israel and Jewish related medals. Dayan 39mm, Rabin, Hanukkah in key chain, another not in key chain, a different Hanukkah in case, Abba Eban in case, David Ben-Gurion (2 50mm), a silver 38mm private issue Bar Mizvah medal, Silver Israel-Egypt Peace medal (Randolph 21), Begin-Carter-Sadat silver Peace medal, Irving Berlin Proof, Hear a israel/Israel of Judaea, Chaim Weizmann, Golda Meir 50 Euro Silver Proof, 1922 Peace Dollar in "Jerusalem" key chain, 25th Anniversary 1 oz. silver bar, and Moshe Dayan 50mm (2). All of the above 19 are silver. Also in this lot an iron 17th-18th Century Pilgrim medal with Jesus and Hebrew legend, a similar era bronze medal depicting Moses with horns, a 20th century bronze restrike of the famous and rare Grand Sandhedrin medal of Napoleon, a Haym Salomon medal, a Judah Benjamin medal and a large Golda Meir Shekel Co. medal. 25 miscellaneous medals, very little duplication. $200+

855  —AE45 mm 25th Anniversary of Israel, David Ben-Gurion AE 45mm Uniface and Shalom Aleichem AE45mm Uniface (both of these cast medals are from the same series), Moses AE 45mm, Columbus AE 45, Six Day War Silver 45mm by Vincze, Silver 38mm Proof of Rabbi Stephen Wise and Ramat-Gan Paratroopers 1963 Medal AE 32mm JTM-MM18c. 8 medal some scarce. $100

856  —Silver 59mm Pray for the Peace with view of old city behind walls, Silver 50mm Proof Dutch David Ben-Gurion, Israel-Egypt Peace Medal Silver 59mm. This is Randolph #21 (See The Shekel 38, 2, 32) but in silver which he does not mention (most likely very scarce), M. Begin - 30th Anniversary of Israel Silver 59m, Pope Paul VI visit to Israel by the Shekel Co. AE, Uniface bronze medal with antelope, 1973 gilt "personal" military medal and AE38 Columbus medal. 8 medals, a few seldom seen, all 50 mm or larger except the last. $1007

857  —Theodor Herzl 1968 Dutch, Golda Meir 1969 Canadian, Shakespeare by Vincze 35mm, Einstein Gallery of Great Americans Pl., Ben-Gurion gold on silver, Pope Paul VI visit to Jerusalem by Vincze S38, Wandering Jew, Einstein for National Commemorative Society (2), Uniface Capricorn medal by Vincze 31mm, ANA 1981 Conv. in New Orleans by Vincze AE 38mm and In Freedom Israel 25mm by Vincze. 12 medals all silver except where marked. $125+

858  **A GROUP OF PAUL VINCZE MEDALS.** all about 57 mm. Bar Kochba/Beitar Fortress Gilt and CN; and David and Goliath Gilt and CN; In Bondage Judaea-In Freedom Israel CN and Silverplated; and Exodus CN and gilt. 8 large Vincze medals. Neat lot. $75+

859  **JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME.** Magnes Museum Medals. Uriah P. Levy, Benny Goodman, Gershon Seixas, Rebecca Graetz, Bela Schick and Levi Strauss. 6 silver trapezoid medals in case (space for four more). All of these are scarce. $400+

860  **JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME.** 10 medals in case. (Gershom Seixas, Henrietta Szold, Touro Synagogue, Golda Meir, Jonas Salk, Isaac Stern, Emma Lazarus, Isaac B. Singer, Adolph Ochs and Benjamin Cardozo). Velvet and plastic case. 10 silver medals. $700+

861  **JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME.** Six medals (Albert Einstein, Louis Brandeis, George Gershwin, Haym Solomon, Herbert Lehman and Rebecca Graetz) in case. Plush wood and velvet case for 5 trapezoid medals and one round medal. 6 bronze medals, 5 of which have matched serial numbers, the Graetz medal is not matched. $100+

862  **JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME.** Six medals (Albert Einstein, Louis Brandeis, George Gershwin, Haym Solomon, Herbert Lehman and Touro Synagogue) in case. Plush wood and velvet case for 5 trapezoid medals and one round medal. 6 bronze medals, 5 of which have matched serial numbers, the Touro synagogue medal is not matched. $100+

*863  **JEWISH-AMERICAN HALL OF FAME.** The first six medals (Judah Magnes, Albert Einstein, Louis Brandeis, George Gershwin, Haym Solomon and Herbert Lehman) in case. Plush wood and velvet case for 5 trapezoid medals and one round medal. 6 silver medals, all with matched serial numbers. I don't believe I've ever offered a set of 6 with matched numbers in a case before. Very scarce. $450
MISCELLANEOUS GROUP. 11 piece lot of interesting material. Money clip from the Jewish Home for Convalescents, Grand View on-the Hudson NY; JNF Herzl lapel clip depicting the famous scene of Herzl leaning over balcony; Celluloid stick pin for an Official of the “Jewish Relief Campaign”; Elaborate tie clip with 3 Magen David’s; Brass 25mm medallate with Zion in Hebrew in center of Magen David and prayer on reverse; a small Mezzuzah, a and small Torah both with loops for wearing; Military cap badge (?) with oval medallion in center which includes “Zion in Magen David” and 10 commandments; 33mm medal of the Hakoah Sports Club of Vienna in 1922 and a 15 mm brass button from a “Jew Hospital Mi(—)” F-VF, but corroded. Lodz Ghetto 5 Mark aluminum from 1943. G-VG, heavily corroded. 11 interesting items, most VF to EF with the exception of the last two. $100+

MISCELLANEOUS . Six wristwatches, all either made in Israel or have Hebrew letters for the numbers, a silver ball point pen “made in Israel” circa 1950 and a silvered “Yad” which is undated. I don’t believe the watches or the pen work. The entire lot is sold as is. $100?

GROUP OF TOKENS etc. Ben Goldstein, Springfield (Mass?): Home for Incurable Invalids; National Jewish Hospital Denver; Frankfurt Jew Pfenning; Rosenblum’s We Clothe the Family, Cleveland; Homes of the Sons and Daughters of Israel; Brooklyn Hebrew Orphan Asylum and a JNF Jubilee stick pin. 8 interesting items. Sold as is, no returns. $50+

—Mostly store cards and advertising tokens. A. Wise NY C; Moses Klinker Rubber Stamps, SF, CA; Carmel Wine Encased 25 Pruta; S. Steinfeld, NYC; Spiegel’s Credit Deposit; Max M. Schwartz, Miami Fl; Stewart Warner; Chicago’s Century of Progress “Jewish Day” and W. A. Herzog (VA?). 9 pieces, some seldom offered. Sold as is, no returns. $35

—Elongated Cent Happy Passover, Elongated Dime Jewish-American, Jewish Palestine Pavilion pin (pin off), 2 different 20th Century False Shekels and 4 Masonic tokens, 3 with “Shekel” design, one from Glen Cove, NY with Hebrew. 9 piece lot. Sold as is, no returns. $50

ISRAEL STATE, COMMISSIONED AND PRESENTATION MEDALS

*SM-1C.. MEDAL OF LIBERATION. 1961 Silver 61mm. Type II or the Hecht mint type. Dull finish, “Silver” on edge $60+

*SM-9V. PENTECOSTAL CONFERENCE 1961. Silverplated 59mm. I have never seen or heard of this medal being silver plated. Rare? $50?

*SM-12B, BAR MITZVAH. Silver 59mm. 1961. Bar Mitzvah Boy reading from Torah/ Emblem of the State surrounded by the symbols of the 12 tribes of Israel. $75

*SM-12G. 1961 BAR MITZVAH MEDAL. 27 mm, 18 Karat gold. Bar Mitzvah boy/12 tribes of Israel around a Menorah. Unc. $375

*SM-13B. 1961. PABLO CASALS. Silver 35mm. Nice Unc. and getting hard to find. Edge marked Sterling .935. $150+

*SM-14A. 2ND BIBLE CONTEST. 1962. Silver 59mm. Scarce. Toned Unc. Scarce, 1st we’ve offered in 2 1/2 years. $175

*SM-15B SHAVIT 1962. Silver 35 mm. A low mintage, scarce early silver medal. $150+


*SM-30B. 1964. S.S. SHALOM. Silver 35mm. Ships on both sides. The edge reads Sterling .935 in English and silver in Hebrew. Haffner erroneously states that the edge reads silver. $150+

*SM-40A. 1967. JEWISH LEGION. Silver 45mm. An increasingly difficult medal to locate. $75+

*SM-87B AND THERE WAS LIGHT. Silver 50 mm by Ya’akov Agam. 1985. Agam’s magnificent medallic work. 1st I can recall offering in auction. With case $60+

SET OF 12 BRONZE 59 MM HOLIDAY MEDALS: Shabbat, Rosh Hashnah, Yom Kippur, Succot, Simchat Torah, Hanukkah, Tu’b’shevat, Purim, Pesach, Lag B’Omer, Shavuot and Tisha B’av in 2 album pages. The pages are labeled with the names of each holiday. $125

—As above but 12 Silver 38mm Holiday medals in silver! $200+

*SM-83 SALVADOR DALI. TRIBES OF ISRAEL. SM 159, 160, 162, 181, 185 and 186. Six 60 x 48mm oval medals with a colored silk-screen drawing on the obverse and a Menorah on the reverse. Tribes of Napthali, Gad, Zebulin, Reuven, Asher and Simeon. In case of issue. Companion to above. $150

—As above the other 12 tribes SM 161, 163, 164, 182, 183 & 184. Tribes of Joseph, Dan, Levi, Benjamin, Judah and Issacahar. In case of issue. $150

CM-11A. REMMEMBRANCE DAY. 1963. Bronze 59mm. $35

*CM-39. JERUSALEM RESTORATION. 1969 Tombac 59mm. Also known as “The Mayor’s Medal for Official Awards. This is the variety that says, with “Compliments of Teddy Kollek” in Hebrew, with his Hebrew signature. $100

—–Similar:but the inscription in English. $100

—–Similar but Silver 59mm. This is among Israel’s rarest medals. Sylvia Haffner priced this at $600 in 1988, that’s a bit high, but it should be worth half that at least. $300

*CM-49. MUNICH SYNAGOGUE. 1972 Silver 45mm. A surprisingly difficult medal to locate, this medal was issued
when a new synagogue was dedicated in Munich on the site of the Central Synagogue which was burned down by the Nazis in 1938. This is the first we've offered in four years.

$100+

**CM-62a. REMEMBRANCE DAY.** 1973. Tombac 59mm. Very few of these medals have made the way to collectors as they were awarded to families of slain Israeli military. Also see Lot #831 for a related medal issued 5 years later.

$100+

**SINAI CAMPAIGN.** PM-1c. 1957. Silver 80 mm, 222 grams. Very rare large medal which was awarded to French Generals by David Ben Gurion to express the gratitude of Israel for their help during the 1956 Sinai Campaign. A few minor nicks. This is the silver type, not the silver plated version. The last silver we offered was in our sale 32E where a similar piece sold for $500.

$500

**AINA TOUR MEDAL.** ANT-3. Valour. 1971, Tombac 35mm. 100 Pieces were struck for AINA's 3rd Tour. (24.57 grams). Haffner lists the weight at 27 grams, the IGCMC catalog lists the weight as between 27 and 33 grams, this is the third that we have recorded with a weight of around 24.1/2 grams.

$50+

**CITY-COIN MEDAL LOT.** Acre, Advat, Caesarea and Lod in silver and Jerusalem in Bronze. 5 45mm medals.

$50

**CITY-COIN MEDALS.** Complete set of 9 silver & 9 bronze 45mm medals in green album, as issued. One side of each medal shows an ancient coin used in that city and the other side a modern (1965-66) scene of the city. All as issued. CCM 1-9. & CCM-1a to 9a. Medals and album are nice.

$200+

**HOLYLAND SITES MEDALS.** 12 Silver 37 mm medals in plastic sleeve as issued by IGCMC. Includes the following: Jerusalem of Gold, Temple Mount, Jerusalem Gates, The Western Wall, Bethlehem, Mt. Tabor, Capernaum and the Sea of Galilee, Armageddon (Megiddo), The Jordan River, Tomb of Rachel, Masada and Nazareth. A neat and attractive item.

$200

**IN HER MOUTH WAS AN OLIVE LEAF by E. Weishoff.** 82mm three dimensional medal. Dove plucking olive leave from ship on the seas. The medal is on a wood stand and it swivels. Most unusual #158 of no doubt not very many. In cylindrical box as issued.

$45

**A GROUP OF MEDALS.** David Yellin Teachers College, Sigmond Freud, AMAL Network, Rishon Le-Zion, Youth Aliyah, We are Here and Moshe Dayan. 7 bronze medals, the first five IGCMC Commissioned Medals, the 6th an AINA medal, the last made in the Netherlands to celebrate victory in Six Day War. $50

**---5 large silver medals. Bar Kochba, Jerusalem-Knesset, Israel-Egypt Peace, Remember the Days of Old and David Ben-Gurion. The first three Israeli state medals, the Days of Old by Paul Vincze, the last by Sendik for The Shekel Co. 5 large silver medals.**

$200

**---6 70 mm bronze medals the first four color Lithograph art medals, Blossom of Galilee, Elijah in the Whirlwind, Reuven Rubin and Jonah and the Whale. Also Jewish Fighters against the Nazis and Concentration Camps. 6 better medals.**

$100+

**---8 bronze 59 mm medals. Banias/Jordan River, Temple Tunnel, 50th Anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto uprising, Hatikva, Valour, Jerusalem-Knesset, Pentecostal and Biblical Prophecy. The first seven Israeli state medals, the last a private medal listed in Haffner's Judaic Tokens and Medals (EP-5).**

$60

**---8 bronze 59 mm medals. May You Go Safe, Ammunition Hill, Rishon Le-Zion, Petah-Tikva, Albert Einstein, Israel Liberata (1962), Balfour Declaration and Dayan-Rabin at the Western Wall. The first 7 are Israeli state medals, the last from the Shekel Company.**

$60

**---8 bronze 59 mm medals. Mt. Tabor, Capernaum, Gates of Jerusalem, Temple Mount, Nazareth, Tomb of Rachel, Jerusalem City of Gold and Joint Israel Appeal. All are Israeli state medals, the first 6 from the Holy Land Sites Series.**

$70+

**---8 Bronze 59mm medals. Resettlement in Samaria, Gates of Jerusalem, Masada, 5th Bible Contest, Shema Israel, Blessed be the Healer, Bethlehem and 3rd Bible Contest. All 8 are Israel State medals. $60**

**---A Group of Medals. 6 50 mm silver color Lithograph art medals, Blossom of Galilee, Everlasting Love, Elijah in the Whirlwind, Reuven Rubin, Jonah the Whale and King David Playing the Harp.**

$200

**---Balfour and Rothschild by Paul Vincze.** 3 bronze 59mm and one silver 45 mm Balfour Declaration (SM-41 and SM-41a). The three bronze medals are all different colors of bronze and have slightly different weights (88, 89 and 91 grams). 4 Rothschild bronzes, all slightly different colors and different weights (75, 77, 97 and 98.5 grams). A neat lot for the Vincze and/or the Israel medal specialist.

$70+

**---Bar Mitzvah, 1st Settler, Terra Sancta, Israel Liberata (1962), Levi Eshkol, David Ben-Gurion, In Freedom Israel and Dutch medal honoring Moshe Dayan. 8 large silver medals, the 1st 4 Israel State Medals, the next two Shekel Co. products, the Freedom of Israel medal is by Vincze for Isnamut. 8 large silver medals $300+**

*---Israel Museum silver and Bronze, Liberation T45 (1981), Pilgrims, Masada, Israel-Egypt Peace, Liberation S38 (1958), Sinai Campaign, Keren Kayemeth (JNF), Habimah Theater, Diaspora and Albert Einstein. 12 medals, all but 2 silver and all but one 45mm. Nice lot. $150

**---Jerusalem: City of David, Israel-Vatican Establishment of Relations, Israel Reunited, Yitzhak Rabin, Jerusalem-Knesset, Israel Liberata (1). 6 bronze state medals the first five 70mm, the last 61mm (and copper).**

$60+

**---Tsva Haganah, Petah Tikva, Bar Mitzvah and Liberation 19mm key chains, AINA's 13th Anniversary, 1958 Judaea Capta/Israel Liberata (2), Masada 35mm in key chain, 100 Years of Zionism silver and bronze, Chaim Weizmann 1st President, Rothschild (2), Mazel Tav Boy, Mazel Tav Girl, Priestly Blessing, Shavuot, Blessed Be the Healers, 100 Years of Settlements, Jewish and Christian Leaders, Rachel's Tomb and 1961 Judaea Capta/Israel Liberata. 21 medals, all but 1 silver. $200**

$200

**---Valour, Shavit, Masada, Blockade Runners, Bat Mitzvah, Ghetto Uprising, Bar Kochba and Diaspora all 8**
In addition to the following paper lots, please lots 593-597, 602-702, 704-706, 708-723, 725-727 & 729-738 in the World paper section for Jewish related paper items.

*911 RIGA, LATIVA SYNAGOGUE DONATION RECEIPTS. Three 19th century receipts, 2 in Yiddish, 1 in German. F- VF. Scarce. $150+

*912 ROMANIAN “CHARITY” CHITS OR RECEIPTS? 10, 20, 25 and 50 Bani. ND c. 1900? “Zaddakah Bilet” (Charity Tickets) above the denomination on behalf of a Talmud Torah. Likely to support the room and/or board of students in a Yeshiva. The back of each has a round circular handstamp that says Society for Talmud Torah of the Holy Community of “Pele” There were numerous shtetls in Romania that might be a fit. ie. Peles, Bals, Feleaas among others. All the chits are serial numbered in red. I seem to recollect seeing something similar many years ago well before I kept my records on computers. F-VF and no doubt scarce to rare. For a few other Romanian Jewish related items, see lots 761 and 917-918. $200+?

*913 PAIR OF CHARITY TOKENS. ND, probably c. 1900. Titled “Sown for Charity”, “Jerusalem” below Aleph - Heh to either side and “Half Peh” below both pinned to a piece of paper with the following notation “Jewish bank notes given to beggar. I bought these from a beggar at the wall of wailing Jerusalem”. Half Peh could mean Half pruta but more likely means Half Para as that was the smallest Ottoman denomination. While these could have been a charitable receipt for a minimal amount if the “story” on the attached piece of paper is true it may be more likely a circulating token like the usual brass ones (See Lots 754 & 755). We’ve decided to list these two tokens together along with the paper as they seem more interesting as such. Both Fine with pinholes. Rare? See the following item for a related token $200+?

*914 PAPER CHARITY TOKEN OR RECEIPT. c. 1908. In 3 lines, “Charity to Thousands- Het of the small counting” and the end of the expression “Jerusalem may it be rebuilt speedily, in our days - of the Hungarian Community”. On the back, part of a handstamp, Gemilat Hesed, “The Lords will Fulfill he who is gracious to the Unfortunate”. This is most likely a receipt for a contribution to the Hungarian Kollel in Jerusalem in 1908. Fine. Rare? This came to us along with the above lot $150+?

*915 HOLY LAND POSTCARD COLLECTION. A group of 190+ postcards covering various topics and scenes. Most are from early part of the 20th century (probably 90%) although some are later but probably nothing after the 1960’s. About 75 in color, the rest black and white to color tinted. At least two “Flowers from the Holy Land Easter Greetings,” Among the publishers are Gulef, Lehnert, Attallah, Levy & Neurdein, Scripture Gift Mission, Weltpost- Verein Cairo Postcards and Jamal Bros, Some used, some new. VG to EF, mostly VF. A super lot of postcards for the beginner as well as the veteran collector. Sold as is, no returns. $500

*916 TALMUD TORAH ETZ-CHAJIM”. 1912. Short term IOU note for 3 gold Napoleons, dated 25 Kislev 5672, to be paid by the bearer on 1 Sivan 5672 (less than 6 months). In Hebrew, Yiddish and German, signed by three officials including Rabbi Yizhak Eliezer Charlap (See The Shekel, 18, 1, 20). Has the handstamp of the Yeshiva and two “paid” stamps as well. $65

*917 KOLLEL ZIBENBIRGEN AND SILADI (ROMANIA) JERUSALEM. 1912. Unusual use of an old type (see the lot below for the current type). Dated 15 Kislev 5672. IOU for 700 Ottoman Gersh to be paid no later than 28 Elul 2674 (Summer 1974). Signed by three Kollel officials and handstamped twice with the Zibenbirgen Hebrew/English seal with Kotel at center. Payment was delayed due to WWI. The note was in circulation for over 20 years (1912-1933, through Turkish, Egyptian and Palestine monetary systems). The back shows the 1st payment made in 1915 and the last in late 1932. Rare note. $120

*918 --,-;--1913. Regular and current type note used for this IOU dated 25 Heshvan 5673 for 1150 Ghrush to be paid no later than 28 Elul 5675 (Summer of 1915). Due to WWI, payment was delayed until 1932. Signed, sealed and handstamped on both sides. $90

*919 POST WWI SPECIAL ID BOOKLET 1918. Issued by the Jewish Committee to assist War Refugees of Poltava Gobernia (Ukraine). Issued to Meyer Mendelson now living in Poltava with his wife Hanna and 4 young daughters. With a photo of Mendelson. With handstamps and manuscript notations confirming his continued residency in Poltava. Russian and Yiddish text. Red fabric cover, pages have been repaired. One encounters ID booklets for Axis powers but this is a rare item issued by a Jewish organization which was probably given to refugees in order for them to get benefits they were entitled to. 1st I can recall seeing. $350+?

*920 HAMBURG CULTURE AND SPORTS WEEK. 1921. A complete set of 8 notes (3 different series), all with 2 Stars of David on top of the Hamburg castle in the background. Unc. $50+?

*921 JEWISH COLONIAL TRUST. 1928. British Check for 150 Pounds Sterling issued by the Brook House, Walbrook, London branch to be paid to the Barclays Bank. Printed in various shades of black and gray, on grayish paper. Has two Pence British embossed revenue on right. VF $40+?

*922 ZIONIST SHEKEL. 1937. Czechoslovakia. Light blue on off-white, “Czechoslovakia” at lower right. Purchased in Bratislava (now Slovakia) for 10 Ks. on 21 May 1937. Hebrew/Yiddish/English text on both sides, blue serial number at lower left. A similar piece sold for $75 in our sale 35B. $55

*923 ZIONIST SHEKEL. 1938. Czechoslovakia. Similar to above, but in black on greenish paper. Purchased in Nitra (now Slovakia) for 10 Kronen. Black serial number at lower left. A similar piece sold for $75 in our sale 35B. Also see Lot 934 $55
WHY DO PEOPLE COLLECT THIS STUFF. Obviously people collect for different reasons, but most people seem to collect these items as teaching tools for use at home, in schools, synagogues and churches. Many people donate them to national or local museums. There are people who deny the existence or magnitude of the Holocaust. These items are a weapon against them.
In addition to these lots, also see the following lots earlier in the catalog: 390, 539, 593-594, 596-597, 602-659, 701-702, 704-706, 709-723, 727, 731, 733-738, 740, 779, 781, 785, 799, 841 and 843.

**NUMISMATIC RELATED ANTI-SEMITIC POSTCARD.** 1900. A multi-colored German New Year card, featuring various stereotypes including a Jewish “Money Lender” with a notice in his hand marked “Prima” = Splendid and on a table with coins and banknotes below labeled “Interest Receipts.” Issued in Leipzig, franked and mailed in Leiden, Netherlands. Scarce? $100

**NUMISMATIC RELATED ANTI-SEMITIC POSTCARD.** 1911. Black and White “comic” like captioned scenes, one of which features a Jewish peddler counting his coins. Written in German, franked and mailed. $110+?

**ANTI-SEMITIC NOTGELD AUSTRIA** 1919 30 Heller. Issued by a Hunting Society. Depicts a hunting dog on front and a 4 line rhyming “jingle” on back, “The Jews control the trade, the Hunt is in our Blood.” Unc. A similar piece sold for $108 in our last sale. $100

--- 1919 50 Heller. Issued by a Hunting Society. Similar to above, with a different dog and a different 4 line jingle on the back, “Along with the townsman, the farmers, the Jews and the Deacons, God created the hunter”. A similar piece sold for $100 in our last sale. $100

--- Germany, Finsterwalde. 1921, 75 Pfennig. Depicts four Jewish bankers, smirking after a deal. Au-unc. Scarce, seldom seen. $40+

--- Bockenem am Ambargau. Complete set of 10 pieces of notgeld issued by Heinrich Rehman. Each piece depicts a swastika and two of them contain anti-Semitic text. See The Shekel Vol. XVIII, #4, page 23. Unc. Rare. I can’t recall offering a complete set before. (The Shekel article says that the two larger denomination notes are 2 mark. That is incorrect. They are one mark notes.) $120+

--- Brakel. 1922. 2 Mark Anti-Semitic notgeld. This blue (or perhaps black) note depicts a man chained to a pillory which, according to the sexually psychopathic Streicher who published the primitive anti-Semitic Die Stuerner personifies Jewry. The notes were received with so much disfavor that they were quickly withdrawn and replaced by a note with a row of houses in the background, which was seemingly less disgusting. Choice EF, with corners bumped. See The Shekel XVIII, #4 $60+

--- Czechoslovakian anti-Semitic notgeld. ND. 20 and 50 Halara. Each portrays a man at left carrying a huge bag (perhaps a group of foreigners or one foreigner) while at right another person kicks a Jew into Palestine. At top center is a portrait of a stern looking man with the inscription meaning “birds of a feather flock together”, under the denomination the text reads, “National taxes paid off” while the line of text at the bottom roughly translates into “Everyone do you own duty”. We’ve never seen or heard of any anti-Semitic notgeld from Czechoslovakia. 2 unc notes. $250+?

--- Ribnitz. 1922. Set of 3 anti-Semitic notgeld. 10, 25 and 50 Pfennig. A young Jewish man, the devil as a Jew and a goat butting a well dressed Jewish businessman. 3 unc notes. $50+?

**ANTI-SEMITIC OVERPRINT** on German 1000 Mark of 1923. 6 line overprint accusing the Jews of hoarding and holding gold and silver while the “real” Germans are left with the “dreck”. VF and scarce. $125+

**ANTI-SEMITIC PIN.** 1933/34. 30mm Aluminum pin, which asks the question “Peaceful nation or Jewish Dictatorship?”. It depicts a handsome German with a sword & spade facing a wicked malicious Jewish type. EF, Rare. A similar piece sold for $200 in our sale 31C. $150

**EXTRAORDINARY NAZI GERMANY “J” JUDE ID CARD.** 1939. The special gray fabric ID cards were printed after the Nazi Law that forced all Jews to add Israel or Sara as their middle names. The law was passed on 17 August 1938. This card was issued to 67 year old Therese Sara Lehr on 30 May 1939. She had been born in 1872 and was now living in Vienna. It was valid for 5 years. Her photo seems to depict an expression of both pride and contempt presumably what an decent elderly lady would feel after being subjected to this experience which included prominently exposing her left ear as part of the Nazi racial theory that Jews could be recognized because their left ear is markedly different from the left ear of Aryans. The card shows her fingerprints, numerous handstamps and her signature which includes her new middle name. Issued by the Vienna Police and signed and handstamped on their behalf. There is a large J imprinted both on the front cover as well as the inside front cover. Since this Therese Lehr was 67 and was of no use to the Nazi war effort, she was chosen to be an early evacuee to the East. Her card shows a large 2 line handstamp ‘EVAKUIERT AM 23 OKT. 1941”. Another handstamp (perhaps too faint to be seen in the scan, but definitely visible to the naked eye) reads “GESTORBEN (DIED) LITZMANNSTADT GETTO” as well as 2 numbers “9131” and “42” in red ink. The outer front cover has a boxed red handstamp reading Archive in Hebrew and ARCH. No. in Latin letters. VF and exceedingly rare. A “non evacuated” card sold for $1100 in our March sale! This is no doubt much scarcer! $1000+

**SHEET OF 8 YELLOW “JUDE” STARS OR BADGES.** In some areas of Nazi control Jews were required to make their own armband or badge, while in other areas mass produced yellow badges were made by the authorities and given to the Jewish community with orders that they be distributed immediately. We sold this sheet to the consignor in the Fall of 1995. If I remember correctly the person that I purchased the sheet of badges from had made a very large donation to Yad Vashem and was given the opportunity to take this sheet for his contribution. Extremely rare, it has been more than 10 years since I’ve seen a sheet of stars. $2500+

**DROHOBYCZ GHETTO JUDENRAT EXTRAORDINARY DOCUMENT.** ND (1943). A listing of 29 pieces of property in the Jewish Ghetto of Drohobycz, on the official letterhead of the Judenrat, which require the removal of debris of the ruined or damaged houses. This document shows (on both sides) the names and addresses of the new owners of the stolen property which included Poles, Ukrainians and city officials. The Galician city (now in the Ukraine) was annexed to the USSR following the 1939 Nazi-Soviet pact that partitioned Poland. In early July 1941 it was captured by the Nazis and the first pogrom was held almost immediately. More than 300 Jews were murdered followed by a mass kidnap of Jews for forced labor. The local Ghetto was founded in the fall of 1942
included about 10,000 Jews many from nearby towns as well as Drohobyecz. The liquidation of the Ghetto started the next spring and thousands were murdered either in the nearby Bronica forest or after being sent to the extermination camp at Belzec. The document itself has rust stains, pencil and pen notations and wear and tear. It is an unusual example of the “official” takeover of Jewish properties after the rightful owners were evacuated. Included with this lot is an article about the Ghetto and letter from a Ghetto survivor from an internet site. $150+

*956 DUTCH HOLOCAUST RARITY. November 1941. Official Amsterdam Joodsche Raad (Dutch Judenrat) document certifying that Dr. D. Hausdorff had paid his required taxes. Issued by the Department for Support and Social Welfare Work. With circular handstamp of the Judenrat, second provisional levy Commission for Monetary Management. The various taxes, fees and levies imposed by the Judenrat were used to finance its large apparatus and a certificate such as this had to be presented before any service was given. A few repaired tears, otherwise VF. Full English translation included. A rare early document. English translation included. $500

*957 —July 1942. On official Amsterdam Judenrat stationery (watermarked paper!) of the Jewish Center for Job Training issued to the same Dr. David Hausdorff as mentioned in the above document. This declares that Dr. Hausdorff was a member of the Judenrat staff and is signed by A.M. Cohen, the director of the center. A work certificate was essential as unemployed Jews were sent by the Nazis to special “Labor Camps”. A full English translation is included. $550+

*958 —August 1942. On official Amsterdam Judenrat stationery a typed document given to Dr. Hausdorff stating that “he, as a co-worker of the Jewish Council...has permission of the (Nazi) Security Police...to move freely outside your home...and in the streets...” Presumably a pass to be out after curfew. Signed by Dr. HK. Cohen, with a Nazi handstamp of the Security Police and SD (the infamous SS of Himmler) at left. A Jew found out after curfew was usually shot on the spot so these were highly prized. With full English translation included! $650+

*959 —September 1942. An official printed document, in both German and Dutch, issued by the Center for Jewish Emigration, Amsterdam. This document orders Dr. Hausdorff to appear before the Center on October 8th, along with his wife and children, to attest that he is exempt from work. He is ordered to bring his (and his family’s) passport, ID card, marriage license, birth certificates and other documents to support his exemption from work. The letter also serves as a travel permit for that day. This document was part of the Nazi deportation plan to extradite all unemployed Jews to Westerbork, on route to the death camps in the east. With English translation included. In our sale 36c (Lot #1251) we sold a later version of this document for $850. $850

*960 —July 1943. Official International Red Cross Inquiry Form with message sent from the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem to Dr. Hausdorff and his family in Amsterdam. The typed message on this form letter (in English!) states that “you have been registered on the exchange list for immigration in Palestine”. A pencil manuscript notes that the letter (?) has been redirected upon arrival. This is a rare example of the continuous attempt by the Jewish Agency to try to rescue prominent Jewish leaders by placing their names on a List of Exchange to try to “trade” them for German templars and other German civilians interned by the British. In more than a few cases being placed on this “exchange list” prevented the deportation to the death camps in the east. Highly unusual and rare. And Dr. Hausdorff survived! $180+

*961 LITZMANNSTADT RECEIPT. An unused and blank receipt with space for the receipt number, name and address and on the right, the amount in Marks and Pfennigs. Issued by the Der Aelteste Der Juden in Litzmannstadt abt. 50Fr die Eingesiedelten. Also included in this lot is a 50 Pfg notgeld from Lichtenstein-Lassenberg with an image of a Jew as the devil. Two items, the first likely rare. $50+

*962 AJDC FOOD CARD. 1945-1946. A food ration card issued by the Jewish Committee of the American Joint Distribution Comm, Bad Kissingen. On rather thick white-beige paper has space for bearer’s name and shows two oblong rows, each with seven boxes (A weekly card) marked “for Abendessen (Supper)” and “M” for Mittagessen (Lunch). These cards were issued to Jewish survivors of the Jewish DP camp at Bad Kissingen. Scarce. A similar card sold for $70 in our sale 37A. $70+

*963 NAZI HUNTER’S SUCCESSFUL CHASE. 1971. A typed letter signed by the famed Nazi hunter Tuvia Friedman (who tracked down Eichmann) on the official letterhead of Institute of Documentation in Israel for the Investigation of Nazi War Crimes: The World Jewish Federation of Victims of the Nazi Regime. This letter, addressed to a researcher of the Ministry of Education is in regard to the Nazi War criminal Helmut Rauca who worked in the Kaunas (Lithuania) Ghetto. Friedman reports about their interest in Rauca and about being denied access to the finding from the Tel Aviv Police, War Crimes Department. The case against Rauca was overwhelming. He was the first Canadian citizen to be charged with war crimes during the Holocaust. He had arrived in Canada in 1950 and misspelled his name as Rauak, apparently enough to not raise a red flag for many years. He was eventually captured in Toronto in 1982 and was charged with the murder of 11, 584 Jewish men, women and children. After a series of appeals he was extradited to Frankfurt where he died in October 1983 while awaiting trial. The letter comes with the original envelope as well as comprehensive data about Friedman and Rauca in Hebrew and English from various websites. $150+

END OF SALE